


That's exactly what my
eompany needs!

How did
Gildemeister

do that?'

I don't believe it!
Leave it to Pfauter ...

IMTS "92, Boolh # 633,7
Buillding NOlrlh levell 2

S~mply
revolatlonaryl

/

We're keeping the future ,ofg,ear manufacturing
and turning under wraps until IlVITS'92.,•.

But here's a sneakpreview!

.1 =--, highly productive, compact
eNC gear shaper machines,I.rmw, faster, more accurate CNC gear
honing machines,

• The world' broadest line of CNC gear
hobbing machines and ystems, with
vertical and horizontal machines rang-
ing from SOmm to 5000m~.

• HwtIl CNC gear shaving machine,
and HurtIt gear finishing tooling.

• ,W KAPP multi-axis CNCprofile
grinders with CBN wheel's,

.1 NEW Opt;.(Jash"· hobs, either throw-
away or re-sharpenable, designed for
optimum use in any gear bobber
regardless of application.I. Patented Wafer® Shaper Cutters •.deliv-
ering big productivity increases.

• The first pateated, disposable. non-
resharpenable hobs, producing higher
accuracy and quality.

I. Complete lines of hobs, shaper cuners,
shaving cutlers, and form-relieved
milling cutters.

---

GllDEME ISTE R

• NEW crx 400F universal CNC turning
machine, tile best- selling machine ofits
hod in Europe.

I. NEW GAC 25L sliding headstock, eight-
axis CN ..turning machine, for complete
machining of long parts.

• GAC 65, the ideal replacement for multi-
slide cam operated automatics.I.GDM 65/4A and ODS 65 CNC auto-
matics with fun feature packages for
complete machining,

• OM 32 six-spindle bar automatic.jhe most
productive turning machine infhe world.

~lIl11lmlll:III1II'IIIIII'11111R
Limited Partnership'

1351 Windsor Road, P.O. Box 2950, loves Park, Il61132-2950 USA
Telephone (815) 282·3000 •. :Fax (815) 282-3075
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Here's something you can see' any time.:
The single-source capabilities of the

Pfauter Group, here inRockford, Illinois, USA
world-devoted entirely to the develop-
ment of new machine, control, and tool
technology. OW' facilities in total here in
Rockford. Illinois are among the most
advanced and productive in om industry,
and our people are exceptionally well-
trained and experienced, We invite you
to visit us and see firsthand! what we're
all about. We think you'll be excited by
what you fmd.

Amenc.an Pfaurer an.d .its siste.r
companies Pfauter-Maag
Cutting Tool and Gildemei ter

stand ready to help our customers meet
the challenges of the I.990s and beyond.
Inj astthe last few years, for instance,
we've made significant inve tments ill
our own] 0;000 sq. ft. Gear Technology
Center-the most sophisticated and
complete facility of its kind in the

C Robbing and Milling M.aCblnts
C ,CGear Shap.lng Macbines
CNC Gear Honing Machines

CNC l'urning Centers
Hobs

Shaper Cutlers
MilJlng 'utters

Sped!d Form Tools
P,recision Form Grinding Machines

CNC Gear lind
Geur Tool Measuring Centers
Integrated Cell Manufacturing

~lIlnlml'=.I1"I.Ullm
Limited Partnership

.Pfaut r-Maag Cutfing Tools
Umited Partnership

Gil LlD'EME I STe R
- --

Telephone (815) 877-8900· Fax (81S) 877-·0264
1351 Windsor Road, P.O. Box 2950, Loves Park, IL 61132-2950 USA

Telephone (815) 282-3000' Fax (815) 282-3075
1351 Windsor IRoad. P.O. Box 2950. Loves Park, IL 611'32-2950 USA
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D BeHer Quality Gears
D Faster Cycles
D! MOire, R:eli,ab,le,
D Less Clu'H,er'

Wear
iH,o,w? Wi't:hll:ih,e

~e .IFello,ws _Inleof
HIYDRO'S,!TROIKE@'
Gear Shapers
C,all U':S 'tlold,ay-,
1(80,2)886·8333,.

II

The Fellows FS160
Mark, llilliydmstroke

F:EL'LOWS CORPOR_AIIONI
PRECISION DRIVE, P.O. BOX 8511
SPRINGFIELD,. VT 05156-0851 USA
TEL: 802.886-8333, FAX: 802·886-2700

ON TIHE CUTTIING EDGE OF GEA,R TECHNO:lOGY SINCE 1896
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Cover photo courtesy of
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Have you 'Jeardt
goodne s

IBHS-H,OFLEIRg'ear girindinlglmachiines alre now CNC contro!lled!
fully automatic CNCgear grinders from BHS-HOFLER cover a work-
piece rangetrom a min. root diameter of 0.4" to a max. outside
diameter ot 79". A max. face w,idth of 28.3". max. !DP ofl and a max.
table load of 17,600 lbs lie likewise in the operating range of these
two highly flexible, accurate and operator friendly machine series.
Grind.ing accuracies of AGMA 14 are guaranteed under normal pro-
duction conditions.

These are justa tewexamples olthe innovations you caaexpeetrrcm
IBHS-HOFLER.lf you would like to know more about these 'Or other

BHS-HOFLER developments and products, please contact one
of the following addresses at your earliest convenience.

BHS-HOFLER is looking forward to hearing; trom you.

BHS-HOREB is very excited about introducingl the latest additions to
their gear 'grinding machine familly: the fully automatic, eNC con-
trolled NOVA-CNC and SUPRA-eNC. State ottha art eNC technology is
used to control the generating and indexing: paths (eHminating the
change and index gears), workpiece diameter setting, helix angile,
grinding slide stroke, and the tool slide. lin addltlon, these machines
feature a 4 axes eNC controned grinding wheel dresser.

-IIHOI lIEII
!BHS-HOFLER
Maschinenbau GmbH
Ind U striestrasse 19
0-7505 Ettlingen
Germany

Telephone (0 7243),991-0
Telex 782907 bhshn d
Telafax (072 43), 9 9165

BHS-HOFlER CORP:
P.O. 80x 127
Sky Manor Road
patstoWl1, NIJ 08867
U.S.A.
Telephone 908-996-6922
Telex 380576
Teleiax908-996-6977



ADVERTORIAL

Tired of Smooth Talk
and Poor Perfonnance?

IF YOU HAVEN'T TALKED TO FOREST CITY GEAR, WHY NOT?

Forest City Gear was started in ~953 and has
been continually serving both the Aerospace and
ComrnercialGearlndustry maintaining the high-
estlevel of quality available in the fine and
medium pitch gear business .. Early 011 we de-
cided to be a cut above the competition by
purchasing new gear cutting and gear inspection
equipment while confining our business to pro-
ducing gears only. This new equipment allows
Fore t City Gear 10 have technical capabilities
only a few very large captive shop enjoy.

Ask these questions about your gear current
supplier:

Do they haveCNCanalytical inspectionequip-
ment for checking gears and worms to millionths
• .?mcrements.

Does your gear source have double flank roll
checking ability to analyze statistically all roIl-
ing elements such as Total Composite Error.
tooth to tooth error run out and center distance?

Can your gear house carbide re-hob (skive)
parts to 60 RC with automatic loading?

Do they have CNC automatic loading gear
hobbers with multiple cut capability?

Do they have CNC shaping equipment?
Do they crown hob or single index cut?
Do they hard cut gears from the solid to the

fifty rockwell range?
Does your vendor upport the gear equipment

with new CNC milling machine. new grinders
and new cross grinding honing equipment?

Does your gear manufacturer have $7,000

worth ofextensive gear analysis software?
Does your gear house talk to you about gear

blank quality?
Doe ' your gear producer welcome hi compe-

li lion to see the latest slate-of-the-art equi pment?
WiU your supplier do one piece or a million.

with the last one just as the first one?
Does your gear hou e supply a whole lot of

other gea:r producers?
Does your gear ource periodically send their

people to gear training schools and clinics'?
Is your gear house a member of AGMA?
We believe there are many excellent gear

companies, but with any supplier other than
Forest City 'Gear, we doubt you could answer all
of the above question affirmatively ..

In fact, for the strength of the American Gear
Industry, we hope that many of our competitors
will follow OUJ fool reps. Of course, we don't
intend to stop. a they will have to take aim at an
advancing target.

Just one more question, Can your gear house
perform miracles? We can't either. Despite our
customer' hopes. we don'[ have a magic wand.
We imply roll up our sleeve and give you our
best honest effort.

We like to think of ourselves as "A Gear
Company's Gear Company."

For further ill formation about Forest Ci ty Gear,
call us .al (8115) 623-2168, or come vi it our plant
al.111715 Main Street, Roscoe. Illinois 61073.
We welcome our eompetitorsl

TALK TO US ABOUT QUIET GEARS (OR FLY FISHING). WE'RE VERSATILE!

6, GEA R TECH NOLOGY
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Catc •let ears!

Let Us Lure You Into
A World Of Quality ....
'. Crown bobbing for noise reduction and
misalignment compensation.
'. Hard bobbing with carbide bobs after heat
treat 3iS a substitute for gear grinding.
• CNC bob'bing and 5'haping alignment
programs for varying teeth and pitches.
, Hobbing 2 tooth &. greater he1icalpinions .
•' Special ~orms such 3iS flexible couplings or
high helix worms and camshafts.
• Other services: precision analytical
inspection and hob sharpening.
Forest City Gear ... the most modern Sne and
medium pic.chgear job shop in the world.
We're only a line away.
8]5~623-2168 Fax:815~23-6620 ~
11715 Mailll Street' P. O. Box 80 ~,.,~.-
Roscoe, EL6107J-0080 ~



.M&M precisIon svstems-
CN.-C.. 0.ear.'-Ins/J...ect..'~l/'Dn ..systems .
WO.rldWlde Solutlons~
Quality-hom startlDHn'lsh. Our total process
inspection capabilities ean assist yoU Ii 111monitoring
'gears, part blanks. and gear ,cutting tools suc'liJ,as
habs" shapers. shaver 'CUneI'S,and broaches, We'
also offer inteifacing ,capabilities to transfer lest
results to standard SPC modu!esfor evalua-
tion1process, monitoring.
Rellability-truel generaUve Iindeil" lead, and
Ilnyo~lutete.Ung. Our generative metrology tech-
nlquas offer superior aoclIr.acy" efficiency and sim-
plicity over touch probe methods, Plus, these
techniques, are' enhanced by computerized automa-
tlon andl analysis.

:So'lutiolls-we ofler standLn:I,or custom
engineered pac:kages •.Our technical sUp,port taarn
willi wonk wit'hl you on your specifio reqllil1&ments ..
With our years. of experience we will provide yOUI with
superior training and after-the-sale teclu'Iical support.
Shown above, our 3012-4 ao. Gear A_nalyzer [s ,one
ofa family of 'gear and gear cuttingl tooll analyzers.
Other optional inspect,ion capabilities include
'Unknown 'gear, gear surfac·9 finish, spiral beve'l and
hypoid gears, worm inspection, involute scrolls,
and maleifemaIe helical rotor vanes. For a full co'ior
brochure write or call M&M Precision Systems Corp .•
300 Progress Ad., West Canollton, 'Oti 45449"-
Phone: 513.859.:8273, IFax: 513-859-4452.

M&M .PRECISlaN'
SYSTEMS CeRA

AN ACME.cLEVELAND COMfMNY
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The Seeds of
Great Enterprises

"'0·.. pportunity is the start of great enter-
prises." said the Greek statesman Demosthenes,
and what was true 2300 years ago is no less true
now. Plenty of opportunities which can grow
into great - and successful. - enterprises are
waiting for us right now if we only have the
foresight to take advantage of them.

IMTS 92 is in Chicago this month ..Hundreds
of companies from around the world will be
there. and they are eager to do business with you.
This could be the opportunity for you to upgrade
equipment or make important contacts that will
be the source of some great future enterprise for
your business.

If ]MTS is not in your future, plenty of other
opportunities are coming up. They will require
that you plan ahead to take the greatest advantage
of them, but they t00 are out there waiting, ready
to be turned into great enterprises.

In the fall of 1993, AGMA will again sponsor
its GearExpo, a trade show devoted exclusively
to our industry. Its smaller, more intimate set-
ting may be the perfect opportunity for you to
buy needed equipment, learn about advances in
the industry, or show your products or services
to the people most eager to buy.

Consider a150 the educational opportunities
out there for the taking. AOMA, SME, and other
organizations offerregular conferences and semi-
nars on gearing subjects. So do a. number of
machine tool manufacturers. The AGMA Small
Business Committee is also working in conjunc-
tion with INFAC in Chicago to Set up a number
of training courses, specifically with the small
gear shop in mind.

Education is the sort of opportunity that
Dernosthenes had in mind. In it are certainly the
seeds of all great enterprises. Ask yourself wheth-
er everyone at your plant is so well trained that
none of these courses would be useful to them.

Tn addition to the valuable information they
offer, these kinds of conferences and seminars

provide you with the chance to share your exper-
tise and build your company creditability. Every
one of the technical organizations regularly is-
sues "Cans for Papers." They need knowledge-
able gear people to present papers on a variety of
gearing subjects. Gear Technology is also al-
ways looking for interesting, well written ar-
ticles on gearing subjects. You could be the
author or presenter we're all wanting to hear.

Contacts made
and opportunities
opened up by be-

coming an "ex-
pert" on a particu-
lar gearing sub-
ject are less quan-
tifiable than those
gained from a
trade show ap-
pearance, but
they are just as
real and also have
the potential to
grow into great
enterprises.

Exhibiting at
trade shows, tak-
ing or teaching
courses, or writ-
ing papers are not
easy. They all re-
quire a lot of effort on your part, But
Dernosthenes never said that turning oppor-
tunity into a great enterprise would be easy;
he simply implies that not taking the oppor-
tunity guarantees that you won't be part of

PUBLISHER1S PAGE

ffZ~e otherend.
Michael Goldstein,
Publisher /Editor-in -Chief

SEPTEMBERIOCTOBER 1992 9



When Horsburgh '& Scott discovered CP~ REX®20...

Horsburgh & Scott, Cleveland, Ohio, knows what it takes to be a world class gear
, manufacturer. ..like using Crucible's CPM REX 20 steel for gear cutting tools that
, run longer and better between sharpenings.

Crucible CPM REX 20 not only lasts about 50% longer than M-2 or M-42, but
the tools are faster to make and sharpen. Steve Lyncha, H&S tool :room super-
visor, said, "When you find something that grinds this easily, you think it'll never

Tools made of C!PM REX 20 hold up, but CPM REX 20 has handled the stop-and-go action of gear cutting bet-
are used for a variety of gear ter than we could ever imagine."
cutting operations at H&S. According to Lyncha, the long-term savings far outweigh the greater initial in-

vestment. "As long as CPM REX 20 is available, you could offer me M-2 at a
$1.00 a pound, and I still wouldn't buy it," he added.
CPM REX 20 is only one of nine CPM high speed steels specified for gear cutting tooling in major automotive

and other heavy industrial applications ..To find out more, contact your nearest Crucible Service Center or call
toll free: 1·,800·PAR· X eEL (]-800-727-9235)

...gear cutting shifted into, high

I~ Cruc:ible
~_. SerVllce Centers

A Division of Crucible Materials Corporotion
CIRCLE A·4 on READER REPLY CARD



This, compl'lehensi.ve fou ....
day gear program has been.
supplying, .individualized,
thorough and up..dat,ed
training for 'Over34 years.,
How is the class taught?
As a. coordinated series of lectures.
demonstrations and discussions
led by the engineering, production
and inspectlon staffs of
ITW Components and Tools.
Who should attend?
Anyone who designs. manufactures,
purchases or inspects gears ...and their
managers! This course supplies vital
information that will influence
business decisions at many levels.
WhatwiU be covered?
The Works: including fundamentals,
high speed steels, gear cutting, gear
finishing, inspectionand individual
instruction on specific attendee
concerns.

Where'.! the class?
Monthly courses are held at
nw Components and Tools ..Regularly
we take the course "on-the-road" for
client location sessions.
Call for information.

ITOOiComponents ,and Too!ls
CIRCLE. 11,·28 ,on IREADEiR SERV,ICE CA.IRD'

Who says it's worth it?
Thousands of students. hundreds of
companies and S.M.E., The Society of
Manufacturing Engineers. has
approved this school for professional
credits toward the S.M.E.
Recertification Program. Credits are
awarded on the basis of one credit per
content hour.
How mu.ch does It cost?
Four-day seminars at our plant have a
tuition fee of $750.00 which includes
transportation from the hotel to ITW,
one group dinner. continental break-
fasts and all lunches ..Note: Additional,
students from the same company and
in the same class have a reduced
tuition of $705.00..
How do. sign up 'or get morelnfo?
Just phone 108·657·5065 ..We·lI. pro-
vide complete class and scheduling
information,

An Uiinois Tool Works Company
3700 West Lake Avenue
Gienview,Il60025
Phone: 708-657-5065



G

.,.,.withlthe Oerlikon-Maag
D'pa11420Grinding stacked gears isn't new.

Cost effectively stack-grinding
helical ,gears to automotive in-dustry
standards in less than 3 minutes
is. It's even better when the same
machine Igrinds aerospace, off-
highway or machine' tooll gears ll,p to
24" (611Omm) to AGIMA14 or better,
The machine ... is the Opall 420.
It is perhaps, the most flexible,
productive and accurate gear ,grinder
available tor diverse 'gearmaking
requirements, It can accommodate
the newest dressable ceramic and

a $!,Ibsidiary of
Klingt'lnberg Gear TechnolOgy. Int.

CBN abrasives. or CBN plated
wheels-whatever fits the application.
The' Opal's CNC controlled dresser
assures q,uick.and simple form
mcdlfications, and minimal downtime.
Controlled by a powerful multi-tasking
HP computer, the Opa'1420 offers: -
built-in and remote diagnostics,
modem and RS-232 links, and next
job programming. even while' the
grinder is operating. These are just
a few of the reasons why gear
grinding just got better ....much better
with the Opal 420.

For fur1her lntorrnauon contact
American Oarlikon 'Gear Machines, Inc.
15200 Foltz Iindustrial Parlkway
Strongsville, Ohio 44136
Phone: (216) 572-2100
Fax (216) 572-0985

'CIRCI.E A-30 on R~ADER REPLY CARD



The Bottom Line on
Trade Shows

Turning Trade Show Leads Into Sale's Is The Name of The Game.

he whole point of a
trade show is to get
leads that win tum
into sales. No mat-

ter how attracti ve your
booth was, no matter how
smoothly tbe setup and the
show ran, no matter how
many visitors you had at
your booth, if your pres-
ence at a show didn't net
you any sales, then your
considerable investment
of time, money, and effort
has been wasted.

But turning trade show
leads into sales does not
happen by magic. Like the
other parts of a successful
trade show, this transfor-
mation is the result of
planning and hard work.

Getting Them In
Step I, of course, .is

getting people to your
booth, where you can
qualify them and deter-
mine if they are valid pros-
pects. Every trade show is
full of noise, color, and
activity, and just getting a
visitor to notice your booth
can be a challenge.

The key words here are
comfortable and inviting.
People have to want to stop

Nancy Barte!ls

at your booth. It shouldn't
be too crowded or clut-
tered. Avoid graphics,
furniture, and colors that
will cause visual overload.
One new machine, attrac-
tively displayed, will be
more effective than sev-
eral similar models an
jammed together.

You want to be differ-
ent enough to stand out
from the crowd, but be-
ware of novelty for its own
sake. You may attract a lot
of lookers with a magician
or a girl in a bathing suit,
but win any of them stop
to discuss your product
after the dog and pony
show is over?

Your booth should also
be neat and clean, of
course, and your people
should stand out. Con-
sider having them wear
distinctive hats, sports
jackets, or ribbons that
will identify them as the
people with the informa-
tion about your products.
Remember you want to
make it easy for the visi-
tor to ask questions and
get the information he or
she wants.

MANAGEMENT MATTERS I

At the same time. avoid
11 booth that is too perfect
Of too comfortable. John
T. Lawrence. of Design
Origins, lnc., says, "I've
seen booths that are so neat,
pristine, and pretty that no
one wants to walk into
them. They're beautiful.
People walk by and say,
'God, that's gorgeous,' but
no one stops .. They're
afraid to mess up the white
rug or whatever."

Lawrence also warns
against having a lot of so-
fas or comfortable chairs.
"You don't want people
to use your booth as a rest
area." A table and upright
chairs that say, "Let's talk
business," are more ap-
propriate.

Are You Qualified?
Once you have people

Managing a business
today lishard wo:rk. Let
"Management IMat~
ters" lend a hand. TeU
us what management
matters interest you.
Write to IUS at P.O. Box
1426. Ellk IGrov,e. I'lL.
60009, or caU our staff
at (708)437~'6604,

INancy Banels
is Gear Technology's
Senior Editor. Sh« is
{lisa a freelance writer
and literature and writ-
ing instructor.

SEPT~MBERIOCTOBER 1992 13,
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IN STO'CK
New Gear Cutting Tools

Hlobs - Shapers - Breaches
Famous Brand Names

~on the shelf -
" !Fellows
• Pfaute:r Moag
• Star Cutter
• ilTW - Illilinois Tools
"Nachi - .Ameriica
• Dathan Tool & 'Gauge
"Tru ~Vo,hJte

Free 450 :page catalog
available upon request.

• NiOW! Set IUp' fm "in-house" tool modifications
& l'ilP sharpening H!erringbolne shapers.

• NIOW! Set UPI for "in-house" computer
enginee,ri ng assistance,

• TIN: & TICN coated tools lin stock

MemberAGMA

ASH GiEAR,&SUPPlVCORP.
21380 :Brid,ye St'met Southfie,ld, Michigan 480-34

Phone (3131357-'5980- Fax (31i3) 357·432.4
CIIRCLE .A-13 on READER REPLY CARD
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in your booth, your most
important task is to sepa-
rate the serious prospects
from the tire kickers. A
stack of business cards
from booth visitors by it-
self will be next to useless
in terms of generating
sales. These names have
to be evaluated > or quali-
fied - for their sales potential.
Qualifying leads is a pro-

cess that should begin before
the show even opens. Your
salespeople need to have the
proper qualifying forms,
and they should be trained
before the show to fill them
out properly.

Your qualifying form
should answer the follow-
ing questions: Is the pros-
pect using your product or
a similar one? Is he or she
considering purchasing
one? Can he or she influ-
ence the decision to buy?
When is the purchase
planned? What is the bud-
get for the purchase? You
may also wish to add ques-
tions that apply uniquely
to your product, but these
five questions should be
the basis for your form.

After you have devel-
oped your qualifying form,
you will need to establish
some criteria for evaluat-
ing the information you
receive. What will consti-
tute an "A" lead - a realIy
hot prospect? What will
make a "D" lead - prob-
ably not really interested?
A chief decision-maker
with a half-million dollar
budget already approved
and looking to buy in the
next six months is obvi-
ously a better prospect
than a someone with no

influence On purchasing at
a company with no budget
for acqursi lion s f n the
coming year. A clear set of
criteria for evaluating leads
understood by everyone
working your booth and
back in the home office is
necessary to make the most
of your trade show effort.

But your planning
shouldn't stop with the
qualifying form. Abso-
lutely crucial to YOIJrsucess
in turning prospects into
sales is what happens to
these leads- bath at the show
and afterwards . once they
have been qualified.

Atthe show, your sales
staff should be instructed
to fill out a form every
time. Too much goes on at.
a trade show to trust any-
thing to memory. A sys-
tem should be developed
so that properly qualified
leads get Tnto the right
hands as soon as possible.
You don't want good leads
to end up languishing in a
coat pocket or briefcase.
Don't wait to bring all the
leads back from the show
with you. Get them to the
home office or to your lit-
erature fulfillment house
right away.

Literature & Freebies
The question of what

to give away and how
much to give are open to
discussion. The issue
should always be looked
at in the context of the
basic purpose of your goal
at a trade show - to qualify
potential customers. If
freebies help, then they're
worth the trouble and ex-
pense; if not, trouble and
expense are an they are.



John Lawrence puts the
freebie question this way:
"The onlything more im-
portant than getting your
name out i getting the
prospect's name, address,
and busine: s card. If the
booth visitorIsn't really a

ri RF Communications
Group in Rochester, NY.
has a different view of
the literature quesriorr: "m
don 'r recommend handing
out Jiterature in the booth
at all. It's like flu. hing it
down the toilet .... Pros-

prospect, then you don' t pect leave it behind or
care so much about thai.
but. in that en e, it's sure
nice if they took. a notepad
or ruler with your name
on ill back to the office."

Lawrence recommends
personalizing literature.
Write something - a
quote, a phone number.
He says, "Rather than just
handing out l iteratore ,
you houldbe discussing
the brochure with the
pro pect, Make a note of

throw it out. because they
don't want to carry it."

In lead Cicotta rec-
omme nds sett.ing up a
system to mail literatu re
to prospect. during the
show, He suggestseither
having a local fulfill-
ment hous e do the mail-
ing or have the leads sent
to your home office each
day. Li teruture packets
for each of your prod-
ucts should be prepared

MANA'GEMENT MATTERS
'~_ .., l06\\Uw, VIage. ~ HRlg ;
" .,.,', YlIIliI HI, -len\ rllWlrl, R.o.c.

Tem: 58SS6 VI KING,
FIX: 11186-37-2291111 Tel: B8&31.n61M

some kind and give il to
them. That make it more
valuable than just a
printed piece. People will
say, 'T m going to throw
this away ~ oops! - I gotta
keep [hi one.'''

John Cicotta, an expe-
rienced exhibit manager,
formerl.y w,ith Glea on
Works and now with Har-

ahead of time and mailed
to t lie prospect the day
after he or she visit your
booth. "Think how im-
pres ed the prospect will
be when he returns from
the show and finds the
literature he requested
wailing on his desk,"
. ay. Cieotra.

Richard Erschik, of

I.

·In one
GEAR. DESIIGN
SOfTWAA'E

Technical Support in [he USA. and Canada;
THE DUDLEY TECIINICAl ORO 1'. IN
Gear SY'lem, Consultams
17150 Via .DelCampo, Suire 30R
San Diego. California. 92127·2139 SA
Phone (1·8001354-5178 Fax, (619) 487--t81J3

FIRST
You define for each

parameter. such as ratio.
center distance. prc 'sure
angle" etc." a convenient

set of values that you ;1,1"1:

really able to lise.

SE OND
You define your perfor-
mance needs regarding

Pilling Life ..Bending life.
Scoring Probability.

Reliability Level and
Operating Conditions.

THIRD
You wail a few seconds

until diseng© finds out the
best solution within your

particular possibilities.

"Demo &. Full Oemll
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I· Despite much effort in c<mtroling the problems
of gearbox noise and vibration at source. Uttle
has beea published demonstrat.ing satisfactory
solutions. GeariJex Noise and Vibration
records the proceedings of a conference
organised by the Instirution of Mechanical
EngJneels w.hich brought together worldwide
expeneace in the control of noilSf!and vibtatfon
problems, and in the development of effective
diagnostic techniques for build quality assurance
and for inKservice moniwrlng.

085298 TUJ8!297 x 21Omm!so!tcoverI184
pages!Aprl1199Q$98.00

Available from ASME, the exclusive book
distributor for Nortb America of Mechanical
Engineering rublicatiOflS (MEP), publisher 10 the
InstilUUon of Mechanical Engineers.

Orders and enquiries to: ASME. 22 Law Drive,
Box 2300, Paitfield, Nj @7oo7-2.3OO

I

· Fax: 1.:201..882H117
I. Phone: 1-201-882-1167 IiiiiiI

l!..!IrJ
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A35 CNC GearHobbirg Mxhine

Mikron produces a complete range of high pe~ormance
gear hobbing macr.ines for fine and medium pilch gears.
Machines are available for all stages of gear production,
from single piece loaded to fully automated production set·
ups with CNC
for 80 years, worldWide, Mikran has been the top choice
as the 5ingle source for gear manufacturers that demand
quality, precision, performance and service, Contad
Mikron for solutions in gear hobbing.

Gear fv\ochines and Hob Sharpeners II MIIKRON
Mikron Corp. Etgin Mlkron Gorp. Etgin Phone 708.888.0132

P.o. Box 7722 Telefax 708.888.3674
Elgin. 1160121
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Leads to Sales, 11 market- card at your booth? Wh.ich
ing consulting firmilll
Carol Stream, IL, goes
OD,e step farther. He rec-
ornmend : "Send your Iit-
erature only to qual ified
pecple. As a courtesy,
you should send some-
thing to everyone who
stopped at the booth. but
save your big, glitzy, ex-
pensive catalog or product
kit for qualified prospects."

Al'ter the 8a.n is Over
Once the show is over,

show? When? No. rm not
interested in your new line
of computerized portable
gadgets. There's no money
in the budget."

Not even your most ag-
gressive and persistent
salesperson will be win-
ing to spend a great deal
time in conversations like
that, especially when he
or she can be having much
more pleasant - and pro-
ductive - ones servicing

your work with your pros- current customer.
pects is only beginumg.
Follow-up is the key to
turn ing lead into sales,
and it is here that many
companies negate all the
hard work and effortthey
have put into making a
successful trade show ap-
pearance. According to a
survey run in New Equip-
ment Digest, less than 20%
of the leads brought home
from trade shows are ever
followed up!

Why? Not because
sale forces are lazy or
inefficient, but because
foUowing up on leads
from trade how tends to
be the lowest priori ty for
the sale team.

Here's why. Consider
that today it takes approxi-
mately 12 trie s to get
through to a person on the
phone. You have to deal
with the voice mail, leave
messages, get busy sig-
nals. miss a couple of re-
turned calls, and then.
maybe. if you're lucky,
you wil.l actuaUy make
contact with the person to
whom you wanted to speak
- only to get at reply like,
"XYZ Gadgets? l left at

The solution? Requ-
alify all those name you
got at the show. It sounds
like a lot of work, and it
is. but in the end, while
you will have fewer leads
to turn over to your sales
department, they will be
better leads, much more
Likely to turn into sales.
And, after ail, it's results,
not total number leads,
that are important.

The requal ific arion
should be done by some-
one from your marketing
department. The phone
call to requalify should
be a conversational one
whose aim is .not to sell
product, but to discover
the level. of intere st in
buying your product. It
should answer the same
five basic questions you
used to qualify prospects
at the show: Present use

of product; consideration
of use: decision- maker
status; date of purchase;
budget. Only the pros-
pects that survive this
second cut are the ones
that should be sent to your
sales department.

This is a system it takes



time to implement. Begin
by requalifying only the
people who were" A"s and
"B"s in your show qualifi-
cation. Others can be sent
literature or put on a mail-
ing list. Expect that the
process will take two or
three months. Also expect
that it will take your sales
force a while to get used
to the fact that the leads
now coming from trade
shows are truly valuable
potential. customers.

Realize that this sys-
tem will work much better
ifyou putit on a computer
data base. This is valuable
information you can use
not just to generate sales,
but also in your other ad-
vertis.ingand marketing

turn into sol icl numbers on
your sales chart.

The trade show route
to sales is expensive and a
lot of work. If you find
yourself wondering if .it's
really worthwhile, if the
money and time might not
be better spent some other
way, consider one set of
numbers. The cost of the
average industrial sales
call in the U.S. is $250.00
- whether the call is made
all a hot prospect ready to

sign a contract or on
someone who "might be
interested some day." Ac-
cording to the National
Association of Exposition
Managers. the cost of a
contact generated at a
trade how is nearly 50%

lVIANAGEMENT MATTERS

plans. You're going
through a lot of effort to
get it. Be sure to make the
most of it.

Once you get this sys-
tem in place, either using
your own taff or an QUt.-

side fulfillment service

you will fi nd that the
prospects gleaned from a
successful trade show do

less than thar.
So in sp ire of the com-

plexity of planning and
implementing a success-
ful trade show strategy. it
.is still one of the most
cost-effective means
available to get your mes-
sage to interested pros-
pects. And that, of course,
is the point, •

GAGE·O·MATIIC:~W
,One instrument meas'ures internals and externals

This over ball/pin gear measurement system is fast, easy
to use, accurate to ± 0.0001" and economical. It's a time-
saving, money-saving instrument for gear inspection or
verification for machine set-up.
Capacity 0-10" external, 3-12" 'internal, 0-10· between
oenters.Electronic digital indicator standard; optional
linear scale with digital readout.lnterfaoe and/or SPC
as required.

Pb: 708-377-2496 FAX: 708-377-2546
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UP TO AGM'A 15, MIL·I-4520BA & MIL-STD-45662
FROM' A SINGLE GEAR TO LONG RUN PRODUCTION, INCLUDING

PROTOTYPE & EMERSENCY REPAIR/REBUILD SERVICE
SIZE RANGE: FROM UNDER 1'1048' DIAMETER

Reishauer Ground Gears
Mosl Type Gears Manufactured
Complete tOICustom,er SlpeciiUc,aUons,

• METRIC OR AMERICAN STANDARD
.' SPUR, INTERNAL & EXTERNAl
.' HELICAL. INTERNAL & EXTERN.6L
• WORMS. WORM GEARS
• SERRA nONS • SHAFTS
• SPLINES. INTERNAL & EXTERNP.L
• SPROCKETS • CLUSTERS
• SEGMENTS. SPINDLES
• RATCHETS • GEAR BOXES

Fully Implemented Sll'e. and data
communications ,capabiliUes. uUlizingl

- statel of Ihe' art CMM's and M & 1Mprecision(;f' .'gear c~hecker 1030" diameter to 18,·faC8 .

'.- ~ai,.lane (jear,.Jnco
p.o. BOX 409, PLYMOUTH, MI48170

(313) 459-2440
In Mich. 1-800-482-1n3· FAX (313) 459-2941
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ADV.ERTORIAL

External Sprocket
Tooth Pot Broaching

ONCE AN EXCLUSIVE GOAL, NOW A REALITY,
WI'TH NATIONAL BROACH & MAGHINE CO.'S RED RING PIRODUCTS

Recent technical advances are bringing
the efficiency and part consistency of pot
broaching to a wide range of sprocket-
toothed parts.

In sprocket tooth broaching, two types of
tools are primarily used: a stick-type (surface
broach) and a ring-type tool. The main pot is a
two-piece split holder that has four ground
locating bars for supporting a series of
precision ground, broach-holding bushings.

These bushings have internal slots that hold
precision, high-speed steel broach sticks. The
sticks can have from as little as one, to as
many as three splines each, to rough the part
sprocket teeth by generating the form. The
broach sticks are assembled in a staggered
formation with many teeth engaged at once
for a smooth, quiet cutting action. These
sticks can be easily removed for simple
sharpening operations ..

A series of individual precision-manufactured,
high-speed steel annular rings or wafers are
assembled behind the sticks and holder
bushings in the main pot These rings shave
the entire form, i.e. the involute flanks, the
full filet root radius tangent to these flanks,
and the root diameter of the parts.

Finish pot broaching of sprockets is a
significant improvement over the present
accepted process. It takes ten (10) machines to
duplicate the output of one (1) pot broach
machine .. This translates into direct cost
savings due to reductions in floor space,
material handling, spare parts, and manpower.
The overall result is less variation within the

process and a net gain in quality with
considerable cost savings.

Red Ring stick· and wafer· type pot
broachng tools disassembled to show conemicuon:

Presently, a Canadian manufacturer is
producing external sprocket-toothed parts
using a RED RING 20-ton, 56-inch stroke,
push-up pot broach machine and tools. The
parts have 39 teeth, a 7.2 diametral pitch,
31.5 degree pressure angle, and a 5.4 inch
pitch diameter. The machine is set up to
produce 150 parts per hour.

Broaching, especially gear and spline tooth
broaching. has been a large part of National
Broach & Machine Co.'s business since its
founding 63 years ago .. National Broach first
successfully pot broached an external gear in
1958. Since then, RED RING pot broaching
machines and tools have been continually
improved to a point where today, a variety of
precisionexternal configurations and tooth
forms are produced daily using this high
production, economical method.

For more information, contact your RED
R1NG sales representative at:

National Broach & Machine Co.
17500 Tweaty-Three Mile Rd.
Mt. Clemens,. MI 48044
Tel.ephone: (313) 263-0100
FAX: (313) 263-4571
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The James Engineering modular deburring systems can be set up in les ' than one minute, with cycle limes of 201050 second
per pan. Manual loading and unloading barely takes 5 seconds, with fully automated ystems available. Precision controls a'l\ow
edge break of uniform quality and consistency from part to part and from .00 I" radius to large chamfer. Modular design a'l\ow
modifieation afsystem a needs change. Due to the compact size, the system may be placed near hob or hoper utters, allowing
ope rat rs to deburr the gear while demanding very little of their lime or anenuon. This allow hops 'to either eliminate or
drastically reduce secondary handling and c nventional deburring steps. This ignilicant reduction in labor, along with a lower
scrap nile, means big dollar savings to the u cr.
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James Engineering • 4732 Pearl Street > Boulder" CO 80301 ·003) 444-6337· ax. (303) 444-6561

--

1000/0 QUALITY ASSURAN,CE!!
- --- - - -- - - -

PIRODUcnON TYPE ROWNG GEAR TesrER

IFGT~1001

Checks, gears alter hobbing', heat. tteatmant,
alnd bef'D!r,emounting,

• High'ly accurate' size. runDot. nick
,andll:enter~distance' measurement fUKUTOKU OIA

IFGT.ICIOI)
''''SR DATA'

WORKNQ 10 C' = 'to! 3)

SIZE RlIIJUr 'lICK
189~' 0;)0 :lO9
189&40 031 liO
189 635' 032 :lO9
189 633" 033 ~10
189638 033 ~IO
\ 89 1133' 032 009
199.635' 038 010
"89.636" 030 009
189.835' 031 009

10 189.114I 03S, DIO
11 189 Il40 033 009
12 189.1141 034 010
13 189.1140 033 009

• Programmalbl!e'OKlN~Gstatus

.' Operator-friendly desiOln

IFOR: FURTHER INFDRMiATIIDN:

FIGTIGAGE & S'tST:EMS: 3340 San Mar,cos Drive BrOOkfield. W,I 53005 U.S.A ..' ••••• 1
ne!liI1414-78~-iW41IF8IxI414-781'-2284
FUIUTOKU CIA, C.o,. LTD, 7-23 Mokuzaiko Minami Hatsukaicfl'i. Hiroshima 738: Japan
nen 0829!.31-2233 IFal}() 0829-31-1221
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GT Advertisers
Among the
Hundreds at

;ffD~.··.,~....-r-: .
o:'{,..~

'. -

IMTS '92

mG. ,a'T,rhnO.l ..o
gy

. adV"'.tisers ..w. i.1.1have.
booths at. IMTS 92, the largest trade

I

show in the Western Hemisphere, The
show open in Chicago on Sept, 9 and

runs through the .17th. More than 800 compa-
nies from around the world will cover ·ome
931,000 sq, n. of exhibit space to show the

latest manufacturing technology - everything
from forming and fabrication productsto envi-
ronmental and plant safety equipment.

Of particular interest to Gear Technology

reader will be the gear cutting machinery
and cutting tools.

The Gear Technology advertisers will be
howing a wide variety of latest equipment

and proce es at their booth ..

American Pfauter Limited. Partnership'
of'Leves l:lnrk,IL (Booth ,6337) will be dem-
onstrating a ho t of new products, including
new CNC gear shaping and honi.ng machines,
CNC profile grinders, and new hobs, haper
cutters, and other tooling.

Balzers Tool Coating. Inc., of N.
Tonawanda,. NY I (Booth 86]2) wiU have TiN
and TiCN -ccated nobs and haper cutters on

display, along with a variety of PVD-coated

cutting, forming, and molding tools. An en-
gineer wi II be on duty throughout the show iIO

answer coating que uonsand review the lat-
est application results on coated tools.

Koepfer America, Ine, of South Elgin,

IL. (Booth 6681) a supplier of hobbing ma-

chines and cutting tools, will show a Koepfer

1.53.8 high-speed production bobber with au-
tomatic loading and an automatic kiving sys-
tern for recutting hardened work pieces. The
booth win also feature a Koepfer 200 CNC
high-speed bobber with quick-change capa-

bility. Demonstration will how complete
part-to-part. changeover in less than five min-
utes. Also. on display will be a Haas Model H.8
1035 CNC hob and tool sharpener with CNC

setup and flexible sharpening for straight and
helical ga h hob and tools.

Konzaki (Booth 1335J' produces complete
CNC gear si:taving machines that offer COI1-



ventional, diagonal, plunge. and underpas

shaving capabilities, Kanzaki offers full, 5-

axis CNC hard gear finishing systems,incor-

porating tool wear compensation.

Liebherr Machine Tool, a Division of
Liebherr-America, Inc., Saline, MI (Booth
6466) has responsibility for sales and service

of Liebherr CNC gear cutting machines and

material handling equipmentand Lorenz CNC

gear shaping machines and gear cutnng tool .

One of the company's LC 252 CNC hobbing

machines and a Lorenz LS 1.54 CNC shaping

machineequipped with a flexible automatic

load/unload system will be on display at the

booth, along with a full range of Lorenz

cutting tools.

Mikr,on Corporation of.Elgin, IL, (Booth

4300) offers a wide range of CNC gear ma-

chines for the hobbing and shaving of gears

within the range of 112" to 2[". Mikron's "An

series machines (up to 8" dia, and 27" long) do

high precision finish hobbing with a horizontal

work axis; the "C" series doe vertical workpiece

bobbing through 21" diameter; and the "S"
series machines do shaving with the conven-

tional, diagonal. underpass, and plunge meth-

ods. Complete tooling is available as well.

MH[ Machiine Tool U.S.A., Inc., of
Itasca, IL. (Baoth 4191),ln a departure from

displaying small capacity machines, will dem-

onstrate a 16" capacity hobber and an 18"

capacity shaving machine. The GC40 is a 5-

axi , 400 mm (15.7"), 8 module (3.2 DP)

bobbing machine with fully conversational

programming. The FA45 is a 5-axis. 450 mm
(17.7") 10 module (2.5 DP) state-of-the-an
shaving machine that isalso fully conversa-

tional in its programming.

Pfauter-Maag Cutting Tools, L.P .., Loves
Park, [L, ,(Booth 6337) offers a full range of
gear cutting and finishing tools, The original

Wafer Shaper Cutter and High Speed Wafer
Hob win be demonstrated on new model ma-

chines by Pfauter. •

The photograph for this article was shot by

Ric/lOrd Goldstein.

IIMIT',S,
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Visit the following Gear Technology
advertisers at their booths at fMTS '92,

AMERICAN PFAUTER, LTD.
D51 Wind or Road

Loves Park, IL 6.1132-2950
(815) 828-3000

Fax (815) 282-3075
IMTS Beoth #6,337

BALZERS TOOL COATING
661 Erie Avenue

North Tonawanda, NY 14120
(716) 693-8557

Fax (716) 695-1995
(MTS Booth # 8612

KANZAKI
p, O. Box. 31038

Independence, OK 44131
(216) 642-0230

Fax (216) 642-0231
lMTS Booth # 7.335

KOEI'FER AMERICA, INC.
635 Schneider Drive

South Elgin. IL 60177
(708) 931-4121

Fax (708) 931-4192
(MTS Booth # 668.

UEBHER~ MACHINE TOOL
1465 Woodland Dr.
Saline, M.I 48176
(313) 429-7225

Fax (3U) 429-2294
IMTS Booth # 6446

MIKRON CORPORATION
675P Tollgate Rd.

P. O. Box 7722
Elgin, IL 760121-7722

(7118) 888-0132
fax (708) 888-3674
nvns Booth #4300

MRI MACHINE TOOL U.S.A., INC.
907 W. Irving Park Rd.
ltasca.Tl, 60143-2023

(708) 860-4222
Fax (708) 860-4233
IMTS Booth # 4197

I'FAUTER·MAAG CUTTING TOOLS,. L.I'.
1352 Windsor Road

Loves Park. lL 61132-2950
(815) 877-8900

Fax (815) 877-0264
(MTS Bootb# 6337
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CNCTechnologyand
the System-Independent

Manufacture of
Spiral Bevel Gears

Dieter Wiener
IKlingelnber,g Sohine,

HUckeswagen. Germanv

Fig. 1 - Russian machine with X-Y cradle.

Fig. 2 - Modul machine with CNC·contlColled X-
Y cradle.

Introduction
CNC technology offers new opportunities

for the manufacture of bevel gears. While tradi-
tionally the purchase of a specific machine at
the same time determined a particular produc-
lion system, CNC technology permits the pro-
cessing of bevel. gears using a wide variety of
methods. The ideological dispute between "ta-
pered tooth or parallel depth tooth" and "single
indexing or continuous indexing" no longer
leads to an irreversible fundamental decision,
The systems have instead become penetrable,
and with existing CNC machines, it is possible
to select this or that system according to factual
considerations at a later date,

This article, by giving a brief overview of the
machines and systems available on the market or
currently at the development stage. discusses the
possibility of using different types of gear cut-
ting on the same machine. It also contrasts the
characteristics of different gear cutting systems.
and, finally, discusses the possibilities of gear
cutting optimization offered by current calcula-
tion and manufacturing technology in connec-
tion with CNC measurement technology.

CNC Machine Systems
Former Soviet Union system- The first ma-

chine known to us with a cross slide working
at the workpiece side is shown in Fig .. l.1t has



the Russian Patent Application No.SU 724487
A, dated MaTch 30. 1980. On the figure' s left
side, the cross slide with it ways "3" and"] 2"
describe the circular motion of the tool. The
actuation of the cross slide is a mechanical-
hydraulic system.

Modul system - A CNC-controlled bevel
gear cutting machine withcro s slide i men-
tioned in Patent Application No ..255 296 A I of
tlte company Modul in itheformer German Demo-
cratic Republic, The principle of'rhi machine is
shown in Fig. 2. The generation motion of the
tool i achieved by overlaying slides "F' and
·'E." This machine is also equipped with a com-
puter controlled tilt axis and swivel axis ..These
are the axes "D" and "c."

If the workpiece is cut with "tilt," the C-axis
has be moved ina certain relation to the axes
"F" and "E" (continuous pathcontrolled), while
thetilt-axis D is only a fixed ettlng axis.

Japanese system - In the Japanese Applica-
tion for Patent No. 3643967 (Fig. 3) a machine is
introduced in which all tile motions are deter-
mined by the CNC control as well. As with the
previously mentioned machines, the generating
motion is achieved by a eros Iide. The X-axis
and the Y-axis are used to achieve the generating
motion of the tool. As in the case of the Ru ssian
machine, no tilt and no swivel is provided.

Grinding .Machine - Fig ..4 shows a full CNC-
controlled bevel gear grinding machine, WNC
80, made by Klingelnberg. The generation mo-
tion of tile tool, in this case the grinding wheels,
is performed by the Y-axis (cradle motion). The
advantage of this system is the fact that only
three axes are in motion during the generating
proce s: (he Zvaxis (workpiece rotation), the Y-
axis (workhead), and the X-.axis (helical mo-
tion). By intelligent superimposition of these
three axes, the tilt setting is unnecessary. The
double spindle wheelhead allows the grinding of
pinions, which were cut by the traditional. five-
cut method at the concave and the convex flanks
separately in one setting.

Phoenix - On the Phoenix machine (Fig. 5)
made by Gleason, the generating motion of the
too] i done, as with the first three machines, by
the em slide, visible in the left side of the
picture, The ways 16 and 20 are the machine
ways for the cross slide. Therefore, the cross

lide motion is performed by the tool in the Fig. 5 . CNC bevel gear processing maehlne,
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Fig. 3 - Japanese CNC machine,

Fig. 4 • CNC bevel gear grinding machine,
Kllngelnberg WNC 80.

is the executive 1';('<'

president of tile Rems-
chied Gearing Division
of Klingelnberg Sohne.
He has also worked for
Hofler Company and M,I'
OWI1 gearing compall.\'.
He received his educe-
tion or lire Technical UIl;'
versity ofAachen.
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machine .This machine ha the characteristic of
COlIlillUOU Iy moving the machine root angle
duri ng the ge nerat ing proce s, This moti.on el im i-
nate the tilt ettingand the swivel. ettiag,

KNC - Fig ..6 shows a full CNC bevel gear
cutting machine, the KNC 40/60 series by
Klingelnberg. 0.11 thi machine all the axe are
CNC controlled. The E-axi i only u ed for
single piece and smalljot size production. This
axis sets the crowning eccentricity automati-
cally when cutting bevel gears with the divided
cutter head. This axis is not used for high-
volume production. regardless of whether the
face milling or face bobbing process is applied,
The advantage of Lhis machine is its great stiff-
ne s, ince in the ·.1ng.le indexing process, only
three axes are in motion at the same time: the
workpiece rotation axi B.,. the workhead rota-
tion axis A, and the infeed axis X.

'Gear Cutting Systems
The two decisive differentiating features of

gear cutting ystem are the continuou index-
ing or single indexing processe and the parallel
tooth depth. or the tapered tooth system,

In principle, all varietie can be combined
with one another, but in practice, however,
the following principle combinations are com-
mon: Continuous with parallel tooth depth
and epicycloid, and smgle indexing with ta-
pered tooth and arc.

In the ca e of parallel tooth depth, manufac-
ture is performed on precise pitch cone (Fig. 7).
Unless corrections are made. no crowning will
occur. The gear generating proces is preci e
and does not result in profile bearing, and a a
result of the identica] [001 radii of the concave
and convex flanks in a continuou process (Fig.
S), without a desired correction, no longitudinal
convexity is produced. The advantage is that !i.tis
simple to conduct. all calculations on the irnagi-
nary crown gear in question; the complicated
three-dimensional bevel gear problem becomes
a simple two-dimensional crown gear problem.
Profile bearing is produced precisely and specifi-
cally via the tool. and the longitudioal crown via
the difference in radiu of the tool flanks for
convex and concave flanks, The difference ill
radill is achievedvia a eparated blade head (Fig.
9) in individual! aad small series production; and
in large series production (Fig. 10). via the tool

Fig ..9'- Split blade bead for individual and . mall inclination or the gear generating proce .
erie manufacture. The continuou process i always a complet-

Fig. 6 - CNC bevel gear generating machine,
KI..ingelnberg KNC 40/60..

Fig..,. - Manufacture on precise pitch cones.

Mo~



ing process: both flanks of the gear and pinion
are completed simultaneously in each case.

The tapered tooth depth is normally not
arrived at according to a theoretically precise
process and, therefore, necessitates a precise
pre-calculation .. Depending on the branch,
highly different methods are used: They are the
five-cut method, in which the ring gear is pre-
pared in two cuts (roughed down) and com-
pleted (finished). the pinion is roughed down,
and each flank individually finished; and the
completing method, in which the gear and pin-
ion are completed in a single operation. As in
circular arc gear cutting. the blades for the inner
and outer cutters have different radii, and the
completing method requires a special. design,
e.g .• using the duplex-helical method. For cir-
cular arc gear cutting, highly efficient process-
ing methods have been developed which can be
used to particular advantage ifthe ring gear can
be produced in a plunging process on the basis
of the transmission ratio.

Very often the question arises whether there
is a difference ofload carrying capacitybetween
parallel tooth depth and tapered tooth depth.
(See, for example, Krenzer, AGMA Paper 91-

FTM- L) Apparently, other design criteria are Fig. 11 _ Contact area and single-flank gear
more important than the gear cutting system, generating errer ofa gear set (original design).
provided the main drive data are similar.

One definite advantage of circular arc gear
cutting is that it is possible to grind completing
designs very economically with cup wheels. It is
also possjble to grind a continuously produced
gear cutting using a cup wheel with an epicy-
cloid as the longitudinal tooth line. The differ-
ence between the arc form of the grinding wheel
and the epicycloid form of the tooth in length-
wise direction is within the stock allowance.
However, this form of gear cutting requires
separate processing of the right and left flank.
The completing design of the circular arc gear
cutting, on the other hand. enablescompletion of
both flanks via grinding in a single step.

Calculation
For all processes, calculation methods have

been developed which simulate the manufactur-
ing process and the running conditions in the
drive unit. The important factor is that the calcu-
lations function independently of the system.
Only in this way is it possible to achieve a

Fig. 10· Single-part blade head for series manu-
facture'.

PATTERN PINION CONCAVE
NORMAL MATINGHEELr

comparison which is independent of the process. Fig. 12- Contact areas with zero-load and two-
In addition to the pure design calculation on the load classes (original design).
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PATTERN PINION CONCAVE NORMAL MATING
basis of the load capacity calculation according
to AGMA or DIN standards, contact area analy-
sis provides a reliable indication of the running
behavior of a bevel gear in the drive unit.
Optimization of a truck bevel gear set is given
as an example.

Optimization With Regard to Noise Be-
havior - As the gear set is noise-critical in the
original design, importance was attached to a
low single-flank gear generating error.

Fig. 11 shows the contact area and single-
flank gear generating error (motion curve) of the
original design. The design has low convexity
values due to the high noise requirements. For
the drive, dislocation values below Load Classes
I and ]I are known. These load classes corre-
spond to 30% and 100% nominal load. Fig. 12
shows load-free contact areas for the zero posi-
tion and for the dislocations which correspond to
Load Classes I and II.

The large contact area indicates small
crownings, Even at 30% nominal load, sharp
edge wear occurs, which worsens at full load.

With knowledge of'dislocation values, a gear
cutting method was designed which was far less
sensitive to dislocations. although the single-
flank gear generating error was further improved
(Fig. 13). The relevant contact areas are illus-
trated in Fig. 14. The load-free area appears
smaller, but nevertheless, the single-flank gear
generating error is improved by a factor of 2.5.
No edge wear occ urs at partial and full load (Fig.
14). The drive is far quieter in the entire load area
than in the original design.

The following measures were implemented:
- As the contact area tends to wander in the

direction of tooth length, the contact area sensi-
tivity was reduced by switching from a large to
a small cutter design ..Sensitivity to contact area
dislocations in the direction of tooth length is
least in the so-called right-angled case (Fig. IS).

- By means of the pinpointed use of helical
contacts (bias in) the overlap ratio was improved
for all load areas without making the gearing
more sensitive to dislocations .

The bevel gear set ground in this way is
quieter than a conventionally manufactured
gear set. Lapping would worsen the noise.

Optimization with Regard to Load Capacity
- Another example is intended to show how the
load capacity of a gear set can be optimized
using calculation and CNC-controlled manu-

HEELtr=~~==~====J~TOEb ~ =
ROOT, GEAR

V = 2.000 = = 2.462 ~~ t M~SMATCHPlN[ON CONCAVE LlL
J' I I /"1. • A I ..

----." '-. t""-.l -...~ ,·<v~ "\..

I "'-./ '\/ "/ I\. 1\ '\
\ \

Fig..13 •Contact area, and single-flank gear gener-
ating 'errors optimized.
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classes optimized.
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Fig. IS - Arrangement of bevel gear and cutter in
a "right-angled case."
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facture. Tile gear in question is all offset gear
set for a rail drive. The gear set suffers pitting.
which occurs initially as micro-pitting on the 26lON/mml

tooth head ofthe pinion, incase of overloading,
Obviou Iy the Hertzian tress is too high.

Standard tooth COntact area analysi re-
veals a good contact pattern in the lengthwise
direction (Fig. 16.) Only the tooth contact
analysis (Fig. 17) under load demonstrates
that the tension level at the tooth flanks gets
too high under overload. The pitting stress
can be reduced by increasing the rprotife
crowning, which is simply done by altering
the input data for the grinding proce s. One
then receives a contact pattern which is more
distinctive in the direction of the tooth height
(Fig. 18). The tooth contact analysis indicates
a decrease of the maximum Hertzian stress
from 2,600 N/mm to 2.120 Nlmm, but tension

peaks appear in the root relief of the pinion at
the top of the gear. This can be prevented by
means of tip relief at the gear root relief at the
pinion. 11'1this case, the Hertziaa stress is not
increased, but. the tension peaks at the top of

the gear teeth are avoided (Fig. 19). The
extended lines indicate that these tension
peaks are reduced from 2.180 N/mm to 2,135
N/mm ..By means of special software, the tip
relief can also be conducted in a circular
motion or eHiptical1y (Fig. 20).

Closed Loop of Correcticn
With roday's method. of calculation,

manufacruring, and inspection, it is possible
to achieve a closed loop from the calculation
(including contact area analysis with ease-off
and ingle-flank gear generating error) to
manufacture and inspection (Fig. 21). The fig-
ure shows an example calculation on a Pc. The
machine setting data. resulting from this are
transferred to the cutting machine and the grind-
ing machine either via a data storage medium
(diskette) or via a direct tine. At the same time.
performance data for the coordinate measuring
machine are produced during the calculation. If
deviation, from the performance data are re-
vealed during inspection. then the machine set-
ring i automatically adjusted so that the de-
sired geometry is produced. This "develop-
ment" is particularly nece ary if existing mas-
ter gears need to be duplicated .•

T, =2841Nm
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Fig. n.Load dlstrlbutln»,
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Introducing a New Partnership

What do you get when your
gear hobbing, shaping,

'. d- h- dgrln_lng mac_Jines an·_
cutting tools come from a
single source?

When itcomes to definmg a process and
creating the system to produce a part as
complex as a gear. we thLnk we'Vegot the
combination.

It's based on gear-making expertise
rooted in more than 100 years' experience.
Experience taking a blank and generating
some of tile highest accuracy, quietest
running gears m the world.

It's what makes the difference between a
machine that just cuts gears and a finely
tuned, application-specific gear-making
system that completes your gear in the
shortesttn-process time. 1b less than part
print tolerance.
.Process ,expertise for every gear.

Like no one else, we know the relationship
between the workpiece. the cutting tool, and
the machine tool and automation.

We think we understand itbest.
And we know how to use that understand-

mg to help you make just about any gear. In
any volume.1b tolerances that may 10Dk
irnpossfble on paper.
Machines and tools for ev:ery prooess.

The expertise pays off in eNC gear hob-
bing and geargrtnd~ng machines, and eNC
gear shaping machines drtven by software
that makes sense to gear makers. User-
friendly software created by gear experts for
reliable, high accuracy gear production ..

So when you need to find a better way, call
us. 1\vo heads are better than one,

Liebherr, Saline, MIchigan. 1(313) 429·7225 ..



Total process con'l 01.

• CNC gear hob bing and gnndiing machines
• Material handling technology
• Flexible manufacturing eefls and systems

• eNC gear shaping machines
"Cutting tools for gear shaping
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Investigation of Gear
Ratde Phenomena

.Allred Rust, Franz K. 'Brandl & Ge!rhard E. Thien,
AVL List iGmbH, IGiraz,.Austrial

The acceptance by discerning customers of
passenger cars is dependent upon both the actual
noise level and the subjective noise character.

The subjective noise character itself can con-
tain, among other features. undesirable noise
phenomena which become apparent at certain
points in the vehicle operating range. One such
critical phenomenon is gear rattle, which is
mainly present under low speed, high load con-
ditions. Due to changes in the angular velocity
of the crankshaft, gear rattle under driving
condition occurs at the unloaded gears and
splines. It is influenced by a combination of
features, such as the inertia of the flywheel,
clutch, and all gears, the transmission drag, and
the resonant. characteristics of the driveline.
The effect on airborne noise is also influenced
by the characteristics of the vibration transfer
paths from the gear teeth meshes Vi.B shafts and
bearings to the transmission housing. To ana-
lyze the interactions of these parameters, it is
necessary to conduct both vehicle tests, either
on the road or with a chassis dynamometer, and
to investigate the bare engine-transmission unit
in an anechoic test cell The first part of the
investigations reported in this article deals with
the definition by conventional methods of the
noise phenomena in the passenger compart-
ment and a parallel application of a ubjective

100
«
Q:I....

" 90,.
"..l....
" 80"0
'"

1000 2000 4000 6000
Engine Speed f· r/rnin

Fig. 1 • Noise of D. petrol .:engine and transmission
(fu.llload, fifth gear).
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noise character evaluation system. This is fol-
lowed by a correlation analysis of the noise
phenomenon recorded in the passenger corn-

partment with the noise at the source.
Finally, a comprehensive investigation of

the noise phenomenon on the bare power unit
and the potential ofkey parameters for reduction
ar the source will be described.

Introduction
Generally, the noise level of today' s passen-

ger cars is of an acceptable standard, in term of
both the objective noise level and the subjective
noi e character. Legislative regulations limit the
objective noise level, The subjective noise char-
acter, which consists of more than simply the
objective noise level, I. has to be ofhigh quality to
meet the demands of discerning customers. Un-
der these circumstances. individual noise phe-
nomena can. become annoying. although the
objective noise levels are hardly affected. Such
a noise phenomenon can arise from the gear
rattle of a manual transmission. which occurs
either in neutral. or under drive condi tions.? Neu-
tral rattle is generated at idle with the transmis-
sion in neutral and the clutch engaged .. Drive
rattle occurs at the unloaded gear meshing points
under driving conditions, usually at higher loads
and lower speeds. The annoying character of
ranle noise is additionally intensified by the fact
that it occurs in the speed range where transmis-
sion noise is clearly audible, as it is hardly
masked by the engine noise due to the different
speed dependencies.

At very low speeds, transmission noi e can
be similar to or even higher than engine noise,
particularly in the ca e of a petrol engine instal-
lation. However, the rate of noise increase with
speed is higher for engine noise:3.6

[Iransm a n2 _.> 6 dB/octave (1)
[engine a n3 ••..n5 ·->9 ...15dB/octave (2)



I"" sound intensity
n "" speed

As shown in Fig. I, for a power unit with a 1
ltr, petrol engine, tile transmission noise is com-
pletely ma ked byengine noi e at speeds above
2500 r/min, The results in Fig .. l were obtained
from noise analysis of the complete power unit
and of the engine only (with the rransmi sion
wrapped in lead.) The transmi sion noise was
calculated a the difference between the e re-
ults, However, at speeds higher than 2500 rl

min.llle difference became [00 mall for an
a curatedetermination of the tran mis ion nor e
level. For litis reason, the curve for rhe Iran mis-
sion noise was extrapolated (as fine line) from
the level at 2500 r/min using a slope of 6 dB!
octave. This article will consider only drive
rattle phenomena. The analysis of a typical gear
rattle problem will be de eribed. This occurred
in a front wheel drive pa enger car equipped
with a 1.1 Itr. petrol engine and five . peed
maaeal iran mi sian. and appeared a a dis-
turbing component in interior noise.

Identifleatlen
The basic investigations were performed in

an acoustic test cell with the bare engine-trans-
mission unit. To ensure that the actual noise
problem was treated on die bare power unit, the
rattle noi e was identified in the vehicle during
preliminary road tests ..To achieve thi: , a micro-
phone wa located close to the gearbox. urface
in the engine compartment. An accelerometer
was fixed to thegearbox l10llsing and an artifi-
cial head measuring system 7po itio:ned at the
co-driver's seat. A digital audio tape recorder
was used as a high quality signal storage device.
By comparative listening. the actual interior
noise. the airborne sound from the gearbox. and
the structural vibration ofthegearbox hou ing
via headphones -jhe gear rattle phenomena a
well a their typical range of engine operating
condition - could be identified. Fig. 2 hows
she frequency spectra of airborne noise mea-
sured first near the gearbox. and at the co-
driver' eat position during road re ts: then In
the te t cell, again do e to the gearbox, and at
1 m from the power unit. The 25% load condl-
'lion indicate. the beginning of gear rattle. Ob-
viou :Iy. the gear rattle i a major contributor to
high-frequency noise. which can be . een in the
good correlation between each diagram; thus,
the engine operating range in which gear rattle

On, Road In Semi nechnlc THI ,- til
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Fig. 2 • Comparison between read test and te t cell results (1500 r/min,
tbifld gear).
occurred could be limited to the speed range
from low idle to 2000 r/min and to the load
range from about 25% to full load.

Origin Of Drive RaUI.e
As described in Ref. 2, drive rattle originates

from teeth impacts at the meshes of unloaded
gears after pas iag the backla h point. The im-
pacts occur whenever the angular acceleration is
high enough to make the inertia torque at the
driven wheel greater than its drag torque:

.I.;t;:> T (3)- 'I' -dmg

.I' = moment of inertia of driven wheel
,~= angular acceleration of driven wheel
Tdrng ;;;;:drag torque acting on driven wheel
Using this relationship" the true hold of gear

rattle can be defined in terms of the critical
angular acceleration, f crit, at which drive rattle
begins to occur:

~'crit = TdralJ (4)
Therefore. rattle noise .isgenerated when the
angular acceleration reaches high values. This
fact is demonstrated in Fig. 3a, representing the
time trace of vibration acceleration recorded
irnultaneously with the speed fluctuation mea-

sured atthe primary shaft. econdary shaft. and
flywheel. Since the angular accelerationi the
first derivative of the speed fluctuation (= angu-
lar velocity). and since the hape of the speed
fluctuation is similar to a sine wave. the maxi-
mum angula tr acceleration oceur during the zero-
crossing of the speed fluctuatlon. Within these
time periods, high peaks of structural vibration.
which. are caused by the ranle impacts. can be
observed. The propagation time of typically 80
ms, for the vibration (ran. fer fromthe gearbox
housing is negligible. At all engine speed of
1500 r/min, a time of 80 ms, corresponds to a
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crank angle interval of less than one degree.
Some further interesting aspects can be seen

in Fig. 331.At first, the speed fluctuation is
dominated by the second order frequency of the
engine speed due to the rotary force characteri -
tics of the four-cylinder internal combustion
engine, For this reason, impacts occur eight
times per engine operating cycle on the funy
rattling transmission. Secondly, the speed flue-
tuations ofthe primary and secondary shaft are
greater than tho e of the flywheel. and they are
additionally shifted in phase. As will be illus-
trated later, this fact i caused by a torsional
resonance in the power train with the clutch as
the dominant torsional, pring. Thirdly. at one
gear meshing point, more than one impact can
occur at a given maximum angular accelera-
tion. This is evident from Fig. 3.£1.where the
results were obtained from the transmission
equipped - apart from the gear engaged - with
only one free-running wheel.Jn this case all the
impacts could only originate from the one un-
loadedgear mesh. A computer simulation of
gear rattle in the fully equipped transmission
system. carried out inparallel to the experimen-
tal investigation, confirmed this fact and indi-
cated typically several impacts per rever alof
tooth loading. and characterized the impacts as
elastic collisions. Fig. 3b shows the result of
some of these calculations (including the effect
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of some parameter variations).
Key Parameters

The "primary" parameters which have an
influence directly on the generation of rattle
noise. can be found in Eq, 4. These are Ihe
moments of inenia of the free-running w.heel,
the angular acceleration, and drag torque acting
on the free-running wheel, A fourth parameter
not appearing in Eq. 4. but representing a funda-
mental condition for the generation of rattle
noise, is the tooth backlash. since zero backlash
precludes any gear rattle. Further possibilities
for treating gear rattle are provided by "second-
ary" parameter acting on the propagation of
rattle noise to the DIn ide of the tran mi ion ..
Here the que lion arises whether Ihe direct air-
borne noi econtribution or the structural vibra-
don component (coming from the meshes via
transfer paths) is more significant in the radia-
tion of airborne noise from the surface of the
transmissicn housing. To find an answer, the
.i asertion 10 Sefthe gearbox housing wa .deter-
mined experimentally using a loudspeaker exci-
tation inside the gearbox. A very high insertion
loss was measured so that the contribution of the
direct airborne sound can be neglected, For ex-
ample, at 1500 r/min engine speed. full load. and
in fourth gear, more than 99% of the total sound
power being radiated frurmhesransmission sur-
race originated from the structural vibrati.on com-
ponent. For thi . rea on, it is useful to con ider
ailly those econdary parameters which have an
influence either on the vibration tran fer from
the gear me hes to the miter surface .of the
transmission or on the airborne sound radiation
from the transmission surface.

Backlash. In accordance with experience,:!
the computational analysis indicated only a small
effect from backlash on gear rattle (Fig. 3b).
Within the limits of current tolerances, the
effect of backlash is insignificant. However,
zero backla h prevent gear rattle. since the
tooth flanks can never .100 e contact and impact
other flanks. Uafornmately, zero backlash i
unrealistic for other reason , except where ~[
can be provided by an additional device such as
an anti-rattle plate.2

Drag Torque. For lower rattle noi e, the drag
torque of the free-running wheel. bas to be in-
crea ed as shown in Bq. 4. Two major compe-
nents contribute lathe drag torque.the friction
due to the lubricant (viscosity, oil depth) and the



drag torque in the bearing of the free-running
wheel. W:ilthimthe experimental work, only the
bearing drag torque was investigated. For this
purpose, the radial clearance between fre -run-
ning whee Iand shaft (via the intermediate needle
bearing) was reduced by 40% on all gears. No
effect on ratrle noise could be found. From the
computational analysis it wa concluded that to
be effective, the drag torque must be increa ed
to a certain extent so that condition (3) is DO

longer atisfied. If the drag torque increase
remains belowthis limit, then the impact en-
ergy at the one t:ooth flank decrea es, but in-
creases at the opposite flank. Clearly the 40%
reduction of the radial clearances did not in-
crea e the drag torque beyond the limit.

Angular A celeration. Benefits can be ob-
tained from reducing the angular acceleration
acting on the free-running wheels. here are
somepossibiliries for lowering the angular ac-
celeration. First the output speed fluctuation of
the engine depend. on, among other thing . the
moment of inertia of the engine flywheel. The
properties ofthe clutch disk also lJ'ongly influ-
encethe input of speed fluctuation into the
transmission due to torsional resonance .8 Fi-
nally, the transmission arrangement; i.e., its ge-
ometry and gearrat.io, determines the "local"
angular acceleration of each free-running wheel,
The tor ional resonance onhe driveliae ystern
wa found to 'be the key feature. affecting drive
rattle. Fig. 4a shows the driveline re onance at
full lead conditions. The peed fluctuation at the
rattle thre hold is plotted to iHuslrate the range
'of drive rattle (shaded area). Here the speed
fluctuation is defined as a percentage ratio ef the
difference between the maximum and minimum
instantaneous speed to the mean peed. Fig. 4a
clearly illustrates the procedure for the elimina-
tion of drive rattle. Tile La k is eitherto rai e the
rattle threshold above the maximum peed fluc-
tuation .or to lower the maximum peed fluctua-
tion below the rattle thresholdor to move both
limits simultaneously. hl Fig. 4a the rattle thresh-
old i nearthe spe-ed fluctuation of the flywheel,
and the rattle condition disappears at higher
speed due to the ..vibration isolation" effect
between flywheel and primary shaft. This occurs
theoretically - for a simple mass-spring system -
al. frequencies greater than v2x re onant fre-
quency. In Fig. 4b the effect of a lower speed

. trated by a 30% increase of the flywheel inertia.
The re ult isa dear reduction of the . peed
fluctuation over the whole peed range. but par-
ticularly at the resonant. speed. The possibility of
moving the resonant speed out o:f the lower
operating speed range was mvestigated by means
of a soft. clutch (with 27~ less stiffness) a well
a bya progressively stiff and highly damped
clutch. Both clutch di ks were te ted in cornbi-
nation with the heavy flywheel. giving theresults
in Fig. 4b.. [t transpiredthat it is impos ible,
withilnpracticallimits, I.Oslttift the resoaarn speed
below the lowe. I. operating range; i.e., to obta:in
an overcritical condition which would have been
the best solution. On the other hand, the stiff
clutch drastically reduces the . peed fluctuation
input to the tran mission approaching the rattle
threshold. However, tile rattle condition now
continue up to higher peeds, and the overall
noi e character becomes rougher in tile higher
speed range due to the high damping of the
cluteh, which weakens the vibration isolation
between crank haft and primary shaft in the
mid-frequency range. Thccffectofthe echanges
on the airborne noise radiated from the whole
power of 1500 r/min, Since the frequency range
above 1 kHz is most significant for gear rattle
noise, the range of drive rattle is haded only
above l.kH.z in this figure. It indicates the great
benefit to noise reduction which is obtained
when the torsional resonance i .suppressed. By
chance. at 1500 r/rnin engine speed, the speed
flucnration is the arne for both the oft and the

pectra nearly
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coincide in Fig. 4c. The gear arrangement in the
transrni sion was found to be disadvantageous
with respect to gear rattle. As shown in Fig. 5,
the original design (with the free-running wheels
of third and fourth gear placed 011 the primary
shaft) results in a very non-uniform distribu-
tion of the local angular acceleration. It favors
gear rattle particularly at the free-running wheels
Nos. 3 and 4, because of the high angular
acceleration occurring at these wheels .. The
situation does not change even when the mo-
ments of inertia. of the free-funning wheels are
taken into account (Fig. 5. right side). A re-
design of the gear arrangement - placement of

Gear Arrangement:
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.Fig 5 - Effect of gear arrangement on local rattle cOltdiUion(assuming a
speed nuctnation input of 0.5% at ~500 r/min).
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the free-running wheels Nos. 3 and 4 on the
secondary shaft - would give a far better start-
ing position for low gear rattle. Are-designed
transmission was not available as hardware.
and it could not be tested, but the benefits for
low gear rattle noise in terms of a high rattle
threshold are evident in Fig. 5 due to the more
even distribution and much [ower maximum
values of the local angular acceleration.

Inertia Of Free-Running Gear Wheel. There
are three effect on gear rattle arising from the
moment of inertia of the free-running wheels.
The fir ,t and mo t important one is its influence
on the rattle threshold. The rattle threshold is
high if the inertia torque and, consequently, the
inertia of each free-running wheel is low accord-
ing to Eq, 4. The second effect is its influence on
the characteristics of the tooth impact, and the
third one is its effect 011 the driveline torsional
resonance. To test these effects the free-running
wheel of the second gear was selected, although
the free-running wheels Nos. 3 and 4 were found
to be the most prone to gear rattle (d. Fig. 5).
However, the wheels 3 and 4 could not be pre-
pared as low inertia wheel because of their
small size. Therefore, the larger wheel No.2 was
used for this test. Its original inertia was about
three times greater than that of wheel Nos. 3 or
4(cf. Fig ..5). Two samples ofa low-inertia wheel
No.2 were prepared for experimental purposes ..
The first was extremely light with an inertia
reduction of 38%. The second version, used for
the final vehicle tests, was reduced in inertia by
15%. The effect of the extremely low-inertia
wheel on the torsional driveline resonance can
be seen in Fig, 4b,. which shows a clear up-shift
of the resonant speed. This speed shift, however,
is not only caused by extremely light free-run-
ning wheel No, 2, but also to an equal extent by
the removal of the sliding : leeve, which could
not be installed together with the extremely
light wheels for technical reasons. The com-
bined.effect (i.e .. in combination with the heavy
flywheel and damped stiff clutch) on noise is
illustrated in Fig. 4cas the lowest spectrum
defining the threshold of rattle noise. The corn-

putational simulation of a 50% reduction of the
inertia of the free-running wheels confirmed
the noise reducing effect as shown in Fig. 3b.
Moreover it can be seen that the impacts de-
crease in magnitude and increase in number
with a gain in its overall effect.



Vibratioll Transfer. Signiflcant elements in
the vlbration transfer path from the me h to the
outer gearbox urface are the. haft bearing and
the structure attenuation of the gearbox, hou ing,
In Ref. 3 theeffect of the bearing de. ign is
de cribed with a gain in low noise of up to 4 dB.
Within the pre ent work. 'the influence of the
structure attenuation was investigated. From vi-
bration measurements on the running transmis-
sion using a laser vibrometer, itwa found that at
frequencies above 2kHz the shat't vibration was
cared)' higher thai] the vibration at the gearbox.

housing indicating a very low intermediate true-
lure attenuation.

10 determine the potentia] for noise reduc-
lion in term of the structure attenuation of the
gearbox hou sing two tests we re carried OlIJ t Fir t

the walls of the gearbox housing were damped
by means of a constrained layer. Secondly the
walls were uiffened by rib . Fig. 6a . hows that.
tile ribbing of the gearbox housing proved to be
\lery effectiee. The reductina in vibration ve-
locity reached up to 5 dB. The application of the
constrained layer also improved the situation.
but to a mailer extent. Finally the combined
effect of everal measures (by succe sive addi-
tion of single measures) was tested in the
vehicle during road tests ..As call be een from
the noie levels (in the frequency band ignifi-
cant forthe rattle audibihly in the interior
nose) in Fig.6b, the combination of improved
gearbox housing (by ribs), increased flywheel
inertia, and reduced inertia of free-running
wheel NO'. 2 (second version) gave the best
results, so that the gear rattle in the vehicle
cabin wa no longer audible.

Conclusions
In automotive tran mis ions drive rattle is

excited by the angular aceeleration ari ing from
low frequency peed fluctuation caused by the
fluctuating torque output of the combustion ell-
gine due to its gas and inertia forces. Work to
eliminate gearrattle thre hold - expres ed by the
critical. peed fluctuation - above the actual max i-
mum speed fluctuation. The rattle tare: hold de-
pend upon the drag torque and the inertia of the
free-running gear wheels, as well as all.the local
angular acceleration. Therefore. the following
potential for improvement exist. The gear ar-
rangement provide the opportunity to raise the
rattle threshold, The proper lay-out of the gear
arrangement at. the design stage is a powerful

tool to minimize gear rattle or at leastto provide
a good condition for later improvement . In thi
ca. e. the major item to be taken into account is
the wheel hafiarrangement. The great iafluence
of the c1riveline resonance requires a careful
treatment. of the clutch and the distribution of
lnertias. Since the resonance can hardly be
avoided. the solution will always be a compro-
mise. Therefore much effort hould be concen-
trated on accompanying measure .such a a low
peed Ilnctuation output from the engine and a

high rattle thre hold of the transmission, Since
the vibration tran fer from the gear meshes to. the
outer surface hat a great effect on the rattle noise
emitted by a transmis ion. its structure attenua-
tion has to be of a high level, There can be some
potential for improvement by stiffening or
damping the housing walls and thereby In-
crea ing the "audible" rsttlethre hold. 1.1
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Base Pitch
Tables

Williiam L, J!anninck
ITW - IIHnoisT1ool's.

ILinco'lnwood.lll

There is one dimension common to both
members of a pair of properly mating spur
gears - the base pitch (BP) ..This base pitch
is equal to the circular pitch of the gear on
the base circle [see Fig. 1). For a helical
gear. the ba e pitch can be described in
either the tran verse or normal plane, and is
called the transverse base pitch (TBP) or
normal. base pitch (NBP). respectively, For
parallel axis helical gears, both the TB P and
NBP must be the same on both mating gears.
For skewaxis helical gears, only the NBP
must be common.

Gears are traditionally designed on the
basis of diametral pitch and pressure angle
rather than olely on base pitch, This i ' for
purpose of srandardization interchange-
ability ..minimal tooling use. and simplicisy
of specifications.

Two pieces of information, diametral pitch

IBASE CIRCL'E

BP = CP • COSINE PA

3,6 BEl< R TEO Ii N 0 LOG Y

Fig. 1 - Geometrical definition of base pitch.

and pressure angle, are required to arrive at
the base pitch.

For spurs: BP .,. CP*Cos{PA)
CP = P[/DP

where CP = Circular pitch
DP = Diarnetral pitch
FA .,.Pressure angle

for hellcats:
NSP '" NCP*Cos(NPA)
NCP = PIINDP

where NCP ;;;:Normal circular pitch
NDP", Normal diametral pitch
NPA '" Normal pre sure angle

There are three different base pitch tables
included here, one based on a metric mod-
ule array (Table 0; another ba ed on an
inch circular pitch series (Table 2); and the
last. based on a diarnetral pitch sequence
(Table 3). The base pitches in an cases are
listed in inches.

WhiIe the tables can be used in span or
block readings for gear tooth thickne s mea-
surements. the main u e of thesetable i
usually to define the diametral pitch. circular
pitch or module. and the pre ure angle efan
undefined or unknown gear.

Frequently a broken or worn gear is re-
moved from a piece of machinery .. and a
replacement is wanted. If the original gear
specifications are not avai lable .. the gear
engineer may be handed this piece of broken
gear or. perhaps. the mating gear and a ked
to define tile original pec.ification.o a
replacement call be made. The base pitch
table offer a starting point to define an



Table 1 - Metric Module Array
------- - --

MOD ~4.5 IS n.s 20 22.5 25 I 28 30

26.00 3.11.337 3.10623 3.06697 3.02.187 2.97102 2.9'1451 2.83939 2.78497
25.00 2.99363 2.98676 2.94901. 2.90564 2.85675 2.80241 2.73018 2.67785
24.00 2.87388 2.86729 2.83105 2.78942 2.74248 2.69032 2.62097 2.57074
23.00 2.754'1.4 2.74782 2.71309 2.67319 2.62821 2.57822 2.51176 2.46363
22.00 2.63439 2.62835 2.59513 2.55696 2.513'94 2.46612 ,

2.40256 2.35651
I

21.00 2.51465 2.50888 2.47717 2.44074 2.39967 2.35403 2.29335 2.24940
~O.OO 2.39490 2.38941 2.35921. 2.32451 2.2854.0 2.24193 2.18414 2.14228
19.00 2.27516 2.26994 2.24124 1.2{)829 2.17113 2.12983 2.07494 2.'03517
.18.00 2.1554.1 2.15047 2.12328 2.09206 2.05686 2.01774 1.96573 1.92805
17.00 2.03567 2.031.00 2.00532 1.97584 1.94259 1.90.564 1.85652 1.82094
16.00 L91592 L911.52 1.88735 1.85961 1.82832 ].79354 1.74731 1.71383
15.00 W.796]8 U9205 1.76940 1.74338 1..71405 1.68145 1.63811 1.60671
14.00 1.67643 1.67258 1.65144 1.62716 1.59978 1.56935 1.52890 1.49960
13.00 1.55669 11..5531. ] 1.53348 1.51903, 1.48551 1.45725 1.41969 1.39248
12.00 1.43694 1.43364 1.41552 1.39471 1.37]24 1.34516 1.31049 1.28537
11.00 1.31.720 1.31417 1.29756 1.27848 1.25697 ].23306 1.20128 1.17826
10.00 U9'745 U9470 U7960 1.16226 1.14270 1.12096 1.09207 1.071.1.4
9.00 1.0777 J 1.07523 ] .06164 1.04603 1.02843 ] .00887 0.98286 0.96403
8.00 0.95796 0.95576 0.94368 '0.92981 0.91416 0.8C)677 0..87366 0.85691
7.00 0.83822 0.83629 0.82572 0.8.13,58 '0.79989 0.78468 0..76445 0.74980
6.00 0.71.847 0.71682 0.70.776 0.69735 0.68526 0.67258 0.65524 0.64268
5.'00 0.59873 0.59735 0.58980 0..58113 0.57135 0.56048 0.54604 0 ..53557
4.'00 0.47898 0.47788 0.47[84 0.4<6490 0..45708 0.44839 0.43683 0.42846
3.50 0.41.911. 0 ..41815 0.41286 0.40679 0.39994 0.39234 0.38223 0.37490
3.00 0..35924 '0.35841 0.35388 0.34868 I 0.34281 0.33629 0.32762 0.32134
2.75 0.32930 0..32854 0.32439 0.31.962 0.31424 0.3U826 0.30032 '0.29456
2.50 0.29935 0.29868 0.29490 0.29056 0.28567 0.28024 0.27302 .0.26779
2.25 0.26943 0..26881 0.26541 0.26151 0.25711 0.2-222 0.24572 0.241.01
2.00 0.23949 0.23894 0.23592 0.23245 0.22854 0.22419 0.2184] 0.2]423
1.75 0..2:0955 0.2090.7 0.20643 0.20339 0.1999'7 0.19617 0.19U:1 .0.18745

I

1.50 0..17962 0..17921 0.17694 0.1.7434 0.L7140 0..16814 0.16381 0.16067
1.25 , 0.14968 0..14934 0.14745 0.14528 .0.14284 0.14012 0.1.3651 0.13389
1.00 0..11975 0..11947 0.11796 I

0.11623 0.1.1427 0.11210 0.10921 0.10711
0.90 0 ..10777 .0.10752 0.]0616 0.10.46.0 0.10284 0..10089 0.09829 0.09640
0.80 0.09580 0.09558 .0.09436 0.0.9298 0.0.9[42 0'.'08968 0.08737 0.08569
0.75 0.08981 0.08960. 0.08847 0.0.8717 0.0857.0 0 ..08407 0.081911 .0.08034
0.60 0..07185 0 ..07168 0.07078 0.06974 0.06856 0.06726 0.06552 0.06427
0.50 0...05987 0...05974 0..05898 0.05811 0.05713 0 ..0560.5 0.05460 '0.05356
0.4.0 1 0..'04790 0.04779 .0.04718 0.04649 0.04571 0..04484 I 0.04368 0.04285
.0.)0 0.03592 0.03584 0.03539 0.0.3487 0.0.3428 0..03363 1 0.0.3276 0.03213

I

unknown gear.
Fig. 2 shows how a flange micrometer

can be used to measure over a span or block
of reeta 011 a gear, in this case over three
teeth. In Fig. 3 a digital caliper is hown for
.01 imilar mea urement over four teeth. Fig.
4 shows the requirement that the anvil or
face of the measuring tool contact tangent
to the involute profije, and not OR the fillet
or across the tooth corners.

he difference between amy two adja-
cent span readings, for example, the di f-
ference between the reading over three
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Fig. 2 - Flange micrometer measuring the
span over 3 teeth on a 16-tooth spur gear.



CP 14.5 15 ]7.5 20 22.5 25 28 30

4.0000 3.87259 3'.86370 3.81.487 3.75877 3.69552 3.62523 3.53179 3.46410
3.7500 3.63055 3.62222 3.57644 3.52385 3..46455 3.39865 3.311.05 3.24760
3.5000 3.38852 3.38074 3.33801 3.28892 3.23358 3.W7208 3.09032 3.03109
3.2500 3.14648 3.[3926 3.09958 3.05400 3.00261 2.94550 2.86958 2.81458
3.0000 2.90444 2.89778 2.861.1.5 2.81.908 2.77164 2.71892 2.64884 2.59808
2.7500 2.66241 2.65630 2.62272 2.58415 2.54067 2.49235 2.42811 2.38157
2.5000 2..42037 2.41481 2.38429' 2.34923 2.30970 2.26577 2.20737 2..16506
2.2500 , 2.17833 2.,17333 2.14586 2.1.1431 2.07873 2.03919 1.98663 1.94856
2.0000 1.93630 1.93185 1.90743 ].87939 1.. 84776 1.81262 1.76590 1.73205
1.7500 1...69426 1.69037 1.66900 1.64446 1..61679 1.58604 1.54516 1.51554
1.5000 1.45222 1.44889 1.43058 1.40954 1.38582 1.35946 1..32442 1.29904
1.2500 1.21018 1.20741 Ll9215 1.17462 U5485 L13288 L.I0368 1.08253
1.0000 0.96815 0.96593 0.95372 0.93969 0.92388 0.90631 0,88295 0.86603
0.8750 0.84713 0.84519 0,83450 0.82223 0',80839 0.79302 0.77258 0.75777
0.7500 0.72611 0.72444 0.71529 0.70477 o..6929l 0.67973 0.66221 0.64952
0.6250 0.60509 0.60370 0.59607 0.58731 0.57742 0.56644 .0.55184 .0.54127
0,5000 0.484'07 0.48296 0.47686 0.46985 0.46194 0.453,15 .0.44147 .0.43301
0.3750 0.36306 0.36222 0.35764 0.35238 0..34645 0.33987 0.,33111 0.32476
0.2500 0.24204 0.24!1.48 0.23843 0.23492 0.23097 0.22658 .0.22074 0.21651
0.1875 0.]8153 0.18Ul 0..17882 0.17619 0.17323 0.16993 '0.16555 0.16238
0.1250 0.12102 0.12074 0.11921 0.11746 0.11548 0.1.1.329 0.1 ]037 0.10825
0.0625 0.06051 0.06037 0.05961. 0.05873 0.05774 0.05664 0.05518 0.05413

Fig. 3 - A digital caliper measuring the span over 4 teeth on a 28-tooth
gear. Reads to nearest .0005 inches.

3 TOOTH SPAN ANV!ILS TANGENT
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teeth minus the reading over two teeth.
yield the base pitch. This base pitch value
can be compared to the tables to ee if a
match call be found.

EXAMPLE:
Using a flange micrometer.

Spur gear
20 teeth
Outer diameter 1.908
Root Diameter 1,.528

4 tooth span = .9104
3 tooth span = .6642

Difference .2462 = Base pitch

The neare t match ill the table is a base
pitch of .2460] for ]2DP. 20oPA. A further
check shows the pitch diameter falling on the
tooth form, so there isagood probability that
the gear is identified.

A dial or digital caliper can also be u edt
but doe. nOI. have the accuracy of a microme-

ter. Good results can be bad by averaging five
or ten sets of readings.

These hand measuring tools are not very
expensive compared to an involute checking
instrument, although if such equipment i



------- - -

Table 3 - Diametral Pitch Sequence
----

I

DP 14.5 15 17,5 20 22.5 25 28
I

30

1.00 3,04153 3.03455 2..99619 2.95213 2.90245 2.84725 2.77386 2.72070
1.25 2.43322 2.42764 2..39695 2.36171

1

2..32196 2.27780 2.21909 2.17656
1.50 2.02768 2.02303 1..99746 1...9680'9

I
L93497 1.8981.7 1.84924 1.81380'

I

1.75 1 1.73801 1.73403 1.71211 1.68693 1.65854 1.62700 1.58506 1..55469
I

,

2.00 1.52076 1.51727 1.49810 1.47607 1.45123 1.42363 1.38693 1 1..360'35 1

1

2.25 1.35179 1.34869
I

1.33164 1.31206 1.28998

I

1.26544 1.23283 1.20920
2.50 1.2166] 1.21382 1.19848 1.18085 1.16098 1.13890' 1.10954 1.08828
2.75 1.10601 1.10347 1.08952 1.07350 1.05544 1..03536 1.00868 0,98935
3.00 1.01384 1.01152 0.99873 0.98404 0.96748 0.94908 0,92462 0,90690
3.50 0.86901 0.8670[ 0.85605 0.84347 10.82927 0'.81350 0 ..79253 0.77734
4.00 0.76038 0,75864 '0.74905 0.73803 0.72561 0.7118] 0.69347 0,68017
4.50 0.67589 0.67434 0,66582 0.65603 0.64499 0.63272 0,.6164[ 0.60460
5.00 0.60831 0.60691 0.59924 '0.59043 0.58049 0.56945 055477 0.544L4
5.50 0.55300 0.55174 0.54476 '0.53675 0.52772 0.51768 0.50'434 0.49467
6.00 0.50692 0.50576 0.49937 0.49202 0.48374 0.47454 0.46231. 0.45345
7.00 : 0.43450 0.43351 0.42803 0.42173 0.41464 0.40675 0.39627 0..38867
8.00 0.380'19 0.37932 0.,37452 0..36902 0..36281 0.35591 0.34673 0.340'09
9.00 0'.33795 0.33717 0,33291 0.3280'1 I 0.32249 0.3L636 0.30'821 0,30230

10.00 0.30415 0.30345 0.29962 0.29521 1 0.29025 0.28473 0.27739 0.27207
11.00 0'.27650 0.27587 0.27238 0.26838 0.26386 0.25884 0.25217 0.24734
12.00 0.25346 0.25288 0.24968 0.24601 0.24187 0.23727 0.23116 0,22672 1

13.00 0.23396 0.23343 0.23048 0.22709 II 0.22327 0.21902 0.21337 0.20928
14.00 0.21725 0.21675 0.21402 0.21087 'I 0.20732 0.20'338 0.19813 0.19434
16.00 0.19010 0.18966 0.18726 0.18451 0.18140 0.17795 0.17337 0.17004
18.00 0,]6897 0.16859 0 ..16646 0,16401 0,16125 0.15818 0.15410 0.15115
20.00 0.15208 10.15173 0.1498L 0.1476L 0'.1451.2 0.1.4236 0.13869 0'.1.3603
22.00 0.13825 '0.13793 0.136[9 0.1.341.9 0..13193 0.12942 0.12608 0.12367
24.00 0,12673 0'.12644 , 0.12484 0.12301 0.12094 0.11864 0'.11558 0.11336

I

28.00 0,.10863
I

0'.10838 0.1070'1 0.10543 0.10366
I

0,10169 0.09907 0.09717
,

! 0.09363 0 ..08668 0.0850232.00 0,09505 0.09483 0.09225 0.09070 0 ..08898
36.00 0.08449 0.08429 0.08323 0.08200 0.08062 0.07909 0.07705 0.07557
38.00 0.08004 0.07986 0,07885 0.07769 0.07638 0.07493 0,07300 0,07160
40.00 0.07604 0.07586 0.07490 0.'07380 0.07256 0 ..071 i8 0 ..06935 0.06802
44.00 0.06913 0.06897 0.06810 0,06709 0.06596 O.O6471 0.06304

I

0.06183
48.00 0.06337 0.06322 0.06242 0,06150 0.06047 0.05932 0.05779 0.05668

i
52.00 0,05849 0.05836 0.05762 0,05677 0.05582 0,05475 I 0.05334 0,05232
56.00 0.05431 0.05419 0.05350' 0.05272 0.05183 0.1:)5084 0.04953 0,'04858
60.00 0.05069 0.05058 0.104994 0.04920 0.04837 0.04745 0.04623 0,04534
64.00 0.04752 0.0474] 0.'04682 0..,04613 0'.04535 0.04449 0.04334 0,'04251
72.00 0.,04224 0.04215 0,04161 0.04100 0.04031 0.03955 0.03853 0.03779

I

available, 'lI ing it would be the next tep for
accurate profile definition.

On a helical gear, the result of these mea-
surements yields the NBP and. from the
tables, the normal diametral pitch and nor-
mal pressure angle. This is the usual plane,
for basic tooling information and many
times, the design basis. Some further determi-
nation of the gear lead, such as might be
accomplished on a helical lead in pection
machine. is nece sary to fully define the basic
gear geometry.

The table for metric module gears is In-

eluded because metric gear applications are
frequently found in machine tools, printing
equipment, textile machinery, packaging rna-
chinery, and transmissions. Metric gears are
quite widely used.

Consideration also should be given to the
quality and condition of the gear being in-
spected as this will influence the accuracy of
the values. i.!
Acknowl,edgement: Presented a/ SME Funda-

mentals of Gear Design &: Manufacturing Clinic,

June 9-10, 1992. Reprinted with permission.
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ADVERTORIAL

Kanzaki-Quieting a
Noisy World

As consumer demand for quieter vehicles
increases, there is a greater need for
exceptionally quiet tran missions. Noise
reduction measures, up to now, have been
difficult and expensive, due to the
equipment available.

Industry experts believed that "ground"
gears would provide the level. of "quietness"
desired. however, this r----n~_~;:""":;""'''\""----.
assumption has generally
been proven wrong.
Methods of providing
smoother surface finishes
were necessary to
eliminate and/or greatly
reduce gear notse .. As a
result. the hard gear
finishing machine was developed.

Surface finishes where Ra =.5, Rt ;4, and Rz
=3.2 are not uncommon. Measured at the
above values, surface finishes have been
achieved on gears which have been ground,
shaved and hardened, or only bobbed and
hardened, to greatly reduce noise produced
by the actual gear teeth.

The internal finishing wheel featuresa
master dressing device.
This process isadaptable
to spur, helical and
internal gears. While
hard gear finishing
(HGF) can be used to
eliminate or supplement
various manufacturing
methods. the amount of

improvement is dependent on the quality of
the gear to be honed. Typically,
improvements of one or two AGMA quality
levels can be achieved.

Kanaakimanufactures equipment utilizing
Fanue 5 axis controls. The operator-friendly
system incorporates both a too] sen ing
system, which determines when the gear
honing tool requires dressing. and an
automatic tool dressing system. The result is
assured quality in improved geometric gear
accuracy and surface finish. after heal treat.
to substantially reduce noise levels.

rnnova.tive ,envelopment
An internal abrasive gear honing wbeel
offers Iar greater contact than a
conventional. parallel axis gear honing
wheel. This enveloping action creates the
additional contact necessary for effective
surface fi--'1ishing.resulting in dramatic noise
reduction.

Throughout Europe and Asia, hard gear
finishing is a supplemental process for
improving the surface finish of heat treated
gears which have been hobbed and
hardened, bobbed. shaved and hardened. or
ground. The process has proven beneficial
for improving surface finishes, and achieving
corrections in both profile and lead. In
addition, removal . of burrs and nicks as well
as the elimination of shavings are added
benefits.

KanzLki
6708, Ivandale Rd.
P.O •.Box. 31038
Independence, OH 441.11
Phone (21(;)642-0230 FAX (216) 642-0231
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You

THE
Bee a use

WORLD IS
Can't

NOW A
H ear Our

QUIETER
G ear s

PLACE
I

or many years. gear
noise has continued to

,Arel you plague the industry.
concerned Tod:ay there is a
about noIsy solution ... the Kanzakl
gears? Hard Gear hinishing
Most likely (HGIF)I Process. This

your system will help reduce

customers noise by improving
a rei tool geometric gear accuracy,

and most importantly-
surtacenmsh.
KanzakL.. making the
worl:d a quieter place.

Kanzaki
6708 Ivandale Rd.
P.O. Box. 31038
lndependencs, OH' 44131
Phone (216) 642·0230 FAX (216) 642-0231

ICANZAICI
ICOICYUOICJ MFG" CO:., LTD
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Custom-made high precision
AlA-spiral bevel gears
in two, months!

bc1s1c/lroduct Is splraJ bevel gears. Our
experience In handling highly classified
materials. our cydo-pallold hard mef41 super
finIshing method as well as our own heat
trecrtment spotlight os a gear producer for
demtmding customers such as the off-shore
and mini",... GI welJ M the momlne fOOl -
dIKI. ~ 1tJfJtMtry. Furthermont, we- Iurte tin

.~IitUl~Itc __dtIIll ~ fOr shot
Our latest

:lJcI~"'II:H_II.I- ..ml~T. F1,~~~~~--,~~~~~~
OUR CONTACT IN U.S.A
NORDIC INTERNA110NAL INC.
Mr Thad N. Scnott
1340 Depot Street
C'leveland Ohio 44116 USA
Tel: (216) 3312231. Fax: (216) 3312232 CIRCLE A-a on READER REPLY CARD

Special Gear Boxes
In addition to spirol be,vel gears ATA also
manufactures custom tolfored complete gear
units for marine prpPUlslon.

Hydro Power Plants
The ATA product development work is
remorl<aty represented by propeileMurblne
opemted SIlUJU ~ectrlc power plants.
"Turnkey" servlc,e..free hydro eJectrk power
pltlnaproduce. with ~ ofT-3D- meters,
pawer~ o(20-2.otfkW.

AlA OSAKEYHTlO'
P.O. Box 120, SF-331Q1: TAMPERE, :FINLAND

Phone +35831620100, fax +358 31 620457, telex: 22502 ATAsf



Reader Dialogue: Functional
Measurement of Gears; More

Good Gear Books

10 rom time to time, the editors of
_ "Shop Floor" receive correspcn-

I den~e fr.om :eaders relating ,t.o
particulararticles they have wnt-

ten for past is ues. As One of the pur-
poses of this column is to provide a
forum for the exchange of ideas, we
reproduce here two of these letters and
their replies. The subject of the first is
the functional measurement of gears,
(See Gear Technology, Sept/Oct, 1991,
p. 17.) Robert E. Smith writes the reply.

From: Dr. Awny Y. Attiia, Pro-
fessor of Machine Design, AiD
Shams University, Cairo, Egypt.

.. .1 believe that the aim of func-
tional measurement is to determine the
deviations from uniformity of motion
between two gears in action as theyrun
and function, From the design point of
view, besides running accuracy, func-
tional errors are u ed to determine the

Raben E.Smith
Raben Errichello

rors are added, generated from the dy-
namic increase in tooth load, inertia of
the gears, and attached masses and vi-
brations of the geared system.

In my opinion, there is no fixed
value for the functional error in a pair of
gears in mesh, as this value is changing
according to this multitude of factors.
This has been proven to me in many
investigations where the functional er-
rors were measured by photocells. EL-
emental and roll measurements do not
give any indication of errors in func-
tioning. but are very useful as a fast.
check on dimensional tolerances and
the fulfillment of the product according
to certain standard specifications.

I remember that in a gear firm, ]
picked some gears that had been re-
jected for having pitch errors exceed-
.ing the limits of tolerances, and ]
assembled them in pairs, those hav-

maximum momentary tooth load when rng positive errors with those having
running at speed. They are the instanta-
neous deviation from correct relative
angular displacement and are usually
specified as a percent of the gear ratio.
The value ofthe functional error is that
it changes according to the changes in
many factors, such as resultant manu-
:facturing errors, errors in assembl y, and
eccentricities in bearings, Under load,
more functional error, caused by teeth
deflections and torsional deflections of
shafts and gear bodies, are added. When
running at speed, :more functional er-

negative errors. Functional measure-
ments of these pairs sometimes gave
more accurate running than that. of
unrejected gear pairs. I am trying to
de ign a set up for functional mea-
surement of gears based on assembled
metrology. hoping to give values of
functional errors of any pair of gears
in mesh in geared systems.

Bob Smith replies: Professor AUia
i just taking what [ said a step further
'10 the measurement of assembled gears.
In the Sept/Oct column, 1 was mainly

Addr'ess YOUirgeariing q,ues~
tiens to our panel of ,experts.
Write to them care ,of Shop
IFloor .• IGear f.echnoloQIY, P. O.
IBox142,6, Elk Grove ViiUage,lL
60009, or call eur editorial staff
at ~7n8)143:1~6604.

IR.obert IE. Smith
is rile principal in R. E.
Sm/II, & Co .. lnc., gear co/!.-
sultants ill Rochester. NY.
He has !JI'er40 \'l!Cu.t·expe-
rience in gearillg methods,
manufacture. metrology.
and research.

Robert Er,richeU,o
is III" principal ill
GEARTECH. II gear con-
suiting firm ill Albany.
CA. fie is a member of
AGMA. ASME. and a
Registered Professiona!
Engineer ill. the State of
Cali/Ofilia.
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HIGH NOON
-----

)~WESTERN COLLECTIBLES ;~

Bought & Sold:

* Bridles*' Buckles* Colthing* Bits
"* Books

* Belts*' Bo'ios
*Chaps* Spurs*' Saddles

1310) 202·9011101by appointment
'.310) 202-1340 (fax)
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talking about the functional measure-
ment of unassembl ed gears at the ti me
of manufacture. The AGMA and ISO
quahty standards are written for
unassernbled gears.

When gear pairs are run in their
actual assemblies, other factors do add
to the functional characteristics. As
Professor Altia point out, it is po ible
to PUI two gears together, each of which
is out of elemental tolerance, and have
them function perfectly well. For ex-
ample: two gears call have excessive
"positive tip" profile errors, but they
will run together quietly. I have seen
this happen many limes. The profile
errors complement each other in such a
way that the gear "pair" is conjugate.
They just happen to end up with a
different pressure angle than specified.
If the gear "pair" was measured by
single flank. method . it would how
good functional characteristics. If the
gears were assembled in .111 gear box
with relatively light loads, as many
applications are, they would run just
fine. If theapplication has load such
that the teeth deflect. considerably. they
would not run as well.

However, single flank transmission
error measuring instruments can be ap-
plied to loaded gear boxesal o. As
Professor J.D. Smith of Cambridge
University commented in the Nov/Dec

I issue. (See Gear Technology, Nov/Dec,
1991. "Viewpoint," p. 9) tests can and

have been run at operating load and
speeds. This takes into account gear
and housing errors and deflections, as
well as dynamic conditions (vibration).
Single Flanktransmission error mea-
suring instruments already exist thai
can do this.

The second letter. regarding Top
Ten Books for Gear Engineers. "comes
from Dr. George W. Michalec, con-
sulting engineer of Pleasantville, NY.

Dr. Mlchaelk writes: I read with
intere t your article. "The Top Ten
Books for 'Gear Engineers," in the cur-
rent issue (May/June, 1992) of Gear



Technology. The coverage is both wide
and in good detail. It should be helpful
for many engineers ..

A disappointment. is that my book,
Precision Gearing. Theory and Prac-
tice. published by Wiley in 1966, did
not make the top ten. Iassume you are
familiar with ir. Although it is now
"old" 1 still encounter engineers who
asked for it. Unfortunately, after three
printings, Wiley has ceased publica-
tion, and it has been out of print since
1989. About ten years ago it was printed
in hina, both in English and Chinese.
Thirty thousand ofthe latter were printed
and. old out. Pleasingly, I was pre-
sented with a copy.

One of the main thru ts of this gear
book is identification and handling of
gear errors using statistical probabilis-
tic techniques. An intent of the book
was to teach engineers stati tical math-
ematics applied to gearing. Some of the

SHOP' FLOOR '
statistics present in Chapter 5, "Gear
Train Performance and Error Analy
sis," are original. To my knowledge,
the treatment of gearerrors and their
sources is unique, and I have not seen
the equivalent in any other gear book.

[ write thi information with the
hope that it is of interest, Also. that
should you lin the future choose an elev-
enth book. you would consider it.

Bob Errichello replies; Of cour e I
am familiar with Dr .. Michalec's ex-
cellent book. After arbitrarily decid-
ing to limit the number of books to ten,
twa. faced with the unhappy task of
eliminating certain useful texts.

Although the book is a treatise on
slatistical.analysi!s of gear errors, [ felt
that the Gear Handbook and Gears for
SIIUlIl Mechanisms gave adequate treat-
ment. to the subject. while covering
many other is. ue of concern to read-
er . With these considerations in mind
and to remain within the scope of the
article. 1 reluctantly dropped Dr.
Michalec's book from the list. •

TiCN P·erformance 'Case History

HOBBING ---------,
10011:

HSS Hob
Workpiece Materiial:

AISI5115
PerfDrmance: (Gears Cui)

Uncoated 500
liN' Coated , .. 1,000
TiCN Goated "'" .2,000
TiCN Reground .. 1,500

UNCOATED:

50101 I

G~~iI

BAUERS
Tilli

1,DI
Gears
Cut

You've Seen The Power IOf Ti
Now Expe~ience The Added
Performance Of TiCN Blue!
Bal:zers Tltanium Carbonitrlde
oeating (TlCN) is a high
perfermance PVD thlnfllm
coating; that represents the
technology of the 90's.
lieN has features similar to
liN but with enhanced hard-
ness, toughness and lubricity
which provides many tooling
applications with increa.sed
tool lite and etiiciencies.

The outstanding high
performance ot Bailers TlCN
coating can clearly be seen in
the gear cutting example shown
Ihere. As significant is the
performance '0f the regrcund tool
without the need to rscoat.

TRIAL :EVALUATIO,N
Balzers can provide a triall eval-
uanon ooatingl to analyze the
potential performance benefits
that TlCN can provtde for your
gear cutting applicauon.
Call us toll free for details at:

800·435·5010
Or request IBalzers Application
Guidelines and Case History Folder.

BALZERS
TClOL COATIING INC.

661 Erie Avenue. North TOnawanda, NY 14120
Phone: 716·693·8557 • IFllx: 716-695·1995
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Test y,our ,gears
by the numbers ..

Put an end to the potential perils of subjective gear
testing; inherent in traditional analoq-type instruments.

Retrofit your existing double-flank rolling gear tester with
a Hommel Z-2000 computer/recorder. Or upgrade to an
entirely new g:ear testing: system wi,ththe Hommel 830S.

Eiitherway, you get the quantitative analysis
and complete documentation you need to do the
job right.

Write to Hommel America, 30 P·eterCourt.
New Britain, CT 06051. Or call (203) 827 -SSOO.
FAX: (203) 223-2979. World Class MeasurementTechnology

Po. THYSSEN. Company
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T,ostay competitive you have
to review your options. When
planning your capital equipment
requirements, look at Bourn & Koch
Machine Tool Co., a leader lin the
rebuilding, remanufacturing and'
retrofitting of your Barber-Colman
gear nobber, gear shaper or hob
shamener ..With more than 117years
experience, we can iincorporate the
latest state-of-the-art features and
GNG controllers based on your
requirements. So whether it is a
new, rebullt,remanufactured or

retrofitted machine, Bourn & Koch
Machine Tool Go. can offer you the
BEST 'FIT SOLUTIONS. .

tJOURn
& I!-IOCI-II
maCl-llne TOOL CD.
PUrchaSfJf of me Barber~C"'m.sn Machlne TOOl Division

2500 Kishwaukee 8t.
'Rockford,. IL 61104
815/965·4013 Fax 815/965·0019
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TRU,E DIMENSION GEAR INSP,ECT,ION

Provides actual over
ball/pin measure-
ment of any helical
or SpW' gear or
spline without the
need of costly
setting masters.

Provides vital S.P.C.
information.

,CAPACITY:
9" O.D.
8" I.D.

851 OHIO P,IKI: • CINClNNATII!, OHIO 45245, • (513) 752·6000
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Reader Service Page
Number Number

American Gear Manufacturers Association 33 56
American Met.al Treating Co. 49 55
American Oertikon Gear Machines, Inc. 30 l2

American Pfauter, L.P. I IFC

Ala Osakeyhtio 8 44
Ash Gear 13 14
B & R Machine & Gear Corp. 45 54
BHS·Hofier Maschinebau GMBH 5

Balzers Tool Coating Inc, 34 47
Berg. W.infred M.. Inc. 12 14
Bourn & Koch Machine Tool 26 48
Crucible Service Center 4 10

Diseng 15 15

fOT Gage & Systems 39 19

Pairlane Gear. Inc. 58 17
ellows Corp. 3 2

forest City Gear 2.9.7 6.7
GMI-Fhusa 36 43
Gear Re. earch Institute 46 54
Gildemeister 2. I

Guehring Automation 22 53
Heller. R.A. SO 55
High Noon 31 46
Hommel: America 25 48
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Number Nu.mber

I.TW Gear School 10 11

ITW Zero Systems 35 42
Intercontinental Industri es 24 48
James Engineering 23 19

Kanzaki 28,27 40,41
Koepfer America 6 4
Liebherr Machine Tool, 57 28-9
M & M Precision Systems 5 8
MEP 16 16

Manufactured Gear & Gage, Inc. 18 17
Midwest 'Gear 42 56
Mihan Corp. Elgin 17 16

Moore Products 38 53
National Broach & Machine Co. 19,21 OBC. 18

Niagara Gear 44 54
Normae 40.41 So,SI

Pfauter-Maag Cutting Tools, L.P. 2
Profile Engineering ..Inc, 47 54
Pro-Gear Company. Inc. 43 54
Starcut Sales. Inc. 32 46

Tocco, Inc. 20 !BC

Unitcd Tool Supply 37 49
Van Gerpen-Reece Enginee ng 48 55
Yin King Industrial Co., Ltd. 14 15
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Benefits of
CNC Wheel Dressing in

Gear Grinding Applications
A manufacturer of precision pinion gears using

a universal thread grinder for tooth grinding, re-
duced grinding wheel costs, reduced scrap, reduced
operator skill level requirements, improved pro-
ductivity, improved part quality, and improved the
work environment.

A manufacturer of aircraft gears who was al-
ready using CNC dressing for the tooth grinding
operation, improved part quality, simplified part
programming, and reduced downtime.

A manufacturer of precision gears using a Euro-
pean gear grinder and superabrasivegrinding wheels
eliminated dependence on outside sources for
grinding wheels, reduced lead time, and improved
producti v:ity of the grinding operation.

A European manufacturer of superabrasive
grinding wheels wa .able to form true new grinding
wheels more accurately, for less cost, and satisfy
customer demands for grinding wheel s used j n high
wheel speed grinding applications.

An institute of grinding technology at a major
university conducting a gear grinding productivity
improvement project for a prominent manufac-
turer, improved accuracy, reduced grinding time,
reduced! setup time, and reduced downtime ..

These are typical examples of the benefits

realized with the Normae FORMASTER CNC
Grinding Wheel Profiles in gear grinding applica-
tions. To find out how the FORMASTER can

improve your grinding operations.call to arrange
a demonstration.

Normae, Inc., PO, Box 207
Northville, Michigan 48167
Phone (313) 349-2644; Fax (313) 349-1440

INCORPORATE'D
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VERSATILE
Dresses nearly any
form in conventional or
eBN grinding wheels.

DURABLE
Totally sealed and air
purged, the FORMASTER
is well suited to production
environments.

Made in U.S.A. Patent No. 4,559.919

pact design makes it easy
to install on nearly any
grinding machine, usually
in less than a day.

EASY TO USE
Straightforward two axis
programming can be
learned quick.ly by
production personnel, P.C.
software is also available
for generating involute
gear profile programs.

Normae, Incorporated ~ Normae.Incorporated
P.O. Box 69· Arden, NC 28704 ~ P.O. Box 207· Northville, MI48167

Phone (704) 684- I(J02 • Fax (704) 684-1384 NORMAC
J

INC. Phone (313) 349-2644 • Fax (313) 349-1440
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Gear Technology
Back Issues Available

Below is a partial index ofarticles that have ap-
peared in Gear Technology Oller the ["SI two years. A
complete index of articles is available frou: our edi-
torial offices. So are individua! back issue and com-
plete sets. Back issues are $7.00 a piece delivered to
domestic addresses and $9.00 a piece delivered to
foreign addresses. For more information. contact us
01800-451-8166.

Back issues may be paid for by check or Visa.
MasterCard or American Express charge cards.
Please have your card number and expiration date
ready when you call.

Vol. 8, No.1
JanIFeb, 1991
• CBN Grinding in Drive Train Components
• Review of Gear Standards - Part II-

I • Surface Hardening & the Total Gear Manufacturing
System
• The Marketing Menagerie: What's Right For You?
• What is Runout And Why Should I Wony About It?

Vol. 8, No.2
Mar/Apr, 1991
• The Lubrication of Gears - Part I
'. Bevel Gear Trouble hooting
• The Synthesi ' of Spiral Bevel Gears
• Hard Finishing by Conventional Generating and Form
Grinding
• Choosing an Ad Agency

:1 i . Hob Wear and Gear Inspection Question

Vol. 8, No.3
, May/June, 1991

.' Lubrication of Gears - Part n

.' Surface Pining in Noninvolute 'Gears
• Carbide Hob
.•Shop Floor - Gear Misalignment
• Management Maners - When Your Customer Files
Bankruptcy

Vol'. 8, No.4
.July/Aug .•1991
• Lubrication of Gears - Pari HI

. i • Multi-Thread Hobs With New Cutting Diagrams
• Reverse Engineering
• Viewpoint- Pacific Rim Gives Stiff Competition
to U.S. Gear Producers
• Shop Floor - Pineapples, Corncobs & Other Hob-
bing Matters

Vol. II,No.5
Sept/Oct, 1991
• SPC Acceptance of Gear Mobbing & Shaping Machines
• Full-Load Testing of Large Gearboxe - -
• Basic Gear 'Generation - Designing the Teeth
• Shop Floor- Single Flank Testing; H.P. Capacity
• Management Matter - Taming the Autocratic Bo

I I

Vol. 8, No. (j

Nov/Dec, 1991
• A Rational Approach for Designing Minimum- Guide-
lines for Establishing an Optimum Shot
• Shot Peening Specification - Part 1
• Recent Developments in 'Gear Metrology
• Shop Floor - Gear Inspection Chart Evaluation;
Unusual Gear Sets

Vol. 9, No.1
JanJFeb, 1992
.•Design Guidelines for High-Capacity Bevel Gear Systems
• Shot Peening Specification - Part J[

• Right & Wrong of Modern Hob Sharpening
• Management Matters - Product Liability Defense
• Shop Floor - Clockwork Gearing

Vol. 9, No.2
Marchi April, ] 99.2
• Gear Finishing by Shaving, Rolling & Honing· PartI
• Proces Control & Gear Manufacturing
• Gear Hardness Technology
• Management Matters - Government Resources for Your
Business
• Shop Floor - Hobbing Ridges; Crooked Teeth; Crown
Shaving

Vo~9., No.3
May/June, 1992
'. Computer Technology in Gear Design
• Gear Finishing by Shaving, Rolling & Honing - Part IT
• Temperature Effects on Gage Repeatability & Reproduc-
ibility
• Gear Blanking
• Shop Floor - Top 10 Books for Gear Engineers
• Management Matters - ABC Accounting

Vot9,No.4
July/Aug. ]992
• Grinding of Spur & Helical Gears
• Comparing Surface Failure Modes in Bearings & Gears
Gear Inspection
• Management Matters - Operation Trade Show
• Shop Floor - Cutting Low-Pitch-Angle Bevel Gears;
Warm Gears & Oil Entry Gap
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Uniiv,e'rsal
'Tiiglh't IMes,hl Gllea,r Chec,ker'

• Adjustable, for gears 1H to ,aD P.O.
• Computer al1a~IY5isand d'igital filtering
• Nume~ic and strip chan. outputs

• ,au ick changeover
., Checks:

.munctional tooth thick_ness

• tota' com,posiijeaction

.' IPnc'h diameter runouI

• sectional compes'te nmout

• pitch diameter

• over pin diameter

• sectional runeut

"tne Measurable Difference" MOORE PRODUCTS CO., Spring House, PA 19477
Phone: (215) 646-7400 FAX: (215) 653-0347

CIRCLE ,A-311011 READER: IREPLY CARD

,Iof Spline Gaging.
3500 Be - Man invents the wheell and says "it is good"
2500 Be - Man invents the spline and says, "it is good"
.2499 BC - Man invents tihe spline gage' and says "Ifill do the trick"
Man has Ibeen using the same spline 'gage ever since. ihat lis, until:
FRENOO redesigned the gage for modem man. ihe frenco indicatingl
spline gage' produces variable data 011 exact Pitch Diameter while
simultaneously checking "GO" condition . This SPC compalable gage
also quickly checks tape~ ov:ality and other lime consuming inspections.
Available for linternal, externat, straight or involut.e spline configurations.

let us show you a system for today and beyoncl. Calli or write:

h· -
I

' ~ ,- -,' W227 N6193 Sussex Roadgue rIn9 PO. Box 125·Sussex, WI 53089
AUT 0 MAT rON INC (414)246-4994'FAX (414)246-8623

,~,
IFmlt:llRll~(Q)

~
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SERVICE

Rates: Line Classified - per inch - $200. Classified Display - per inch (3" min.) lX-$I60. 3X-$150,6,X-$.I40, Type will be set to advertiser's layout
or Gear Technologv will set type at 110 extra charge.
Payment: Full payment must accompany classified ads .. Send check. or Visa/Mastercard/Arnerican Express number and expiration date to: Gear
Technology, P.O,Box 1426. Elk Grove Village, Il., 60009. Agency Commission: No agency commission on classitieds. Materials Deadline: Ads
must be received by the 25th of the month, two months prior to publication. Acceptance: Publisher reserves the right to accept or reject classified
advertisements at his discretion.
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IGEARTOOTH
GRINDING SERVICES

• Cost effective gear tooth grinding
specialists

• Gear manufacturers are our only
customers

• Prototype and production quantities
• Cap.acity to 27.5" P.O., 3.5 I). P.
• Able to match delivery to your

requirements
• All service to AGMA standards with

Certified Gear Inspection Equipment

PRO-GEAR COMPANY, ~NC.
23 Dick.Road Depew, NY 1'4043

Phone (716) 684-381i1
Fax (7J.6.)'684-7717

CIRCLE A-43 on READER: REP;LY CARD'

Gear t51Research.. p~'
Institute

An Institute of ASME and AGMA

- Cooperative Pre-Competitive
Research

- Multi-Client
Topical 'Research

• Single Client Research
& Problem Solvinq

-Indi,vidual & Corporate
Membership

• A Non-Profit Activity [n SUPPQrt
01 U.S. Gear Produ.cers

1944 Univenity Lane Lisle, n, ,6I}S32
7081241-0660 FAX 7081241-0662

CIRCLE A-46, on READER REPLY CARD

Ground Gear
Special ists

P. O. Box 536
Sharon, TN 38255

(901) 456-2636
1-800- 238-0651

•' Reishauer RZ300E gear
grinders

• Manufacturing spur, helical,
and pump gears

• To AGMA Class 1'5 with
crowning

'. Nital etch .nspecnon
• Charting: available

Coniflex Bevels up to 34" diameter.
Spirals & Straight Bevels up to 60"

diameter.
Spurs & Helicals up to 120"

diameter .
Ground Tooth Spur & Helicals to

27 112" diameter.

I

I

I

941 Mmtary Rd., :Buffalo, NY 14217
Phone: (716) 874-31·31 Fax: (716) 874-9003

BREAKDOWN WORK
IS OUR SPECIALTY!]

Complete machining, heat treat,
lapping & testing.

CALL US!

B&R
Ma.chine & Gea.r Corporatione

CI'FlCLE A-45 en READER REPLV CARD

To advertise

CIRCLE .0.-44 on IREADER REPLY CAR,D

.In
Gealr Te,chnology

call
(7108)1 43:7'R6604.,

®

FElLOWS GEAR MEASURING
REMANUFACTURING, SPECIAUST

New Designs and Features
Computer Control and Analysis

On-Time Delivery
N,ew Equipment Warranty

Partssnd Service

IPROFliT FROM OUR IEXIPERIIENCE

You May Already Qwn The
Best Gear Inspection Equipment

Money Can Buy

... ~ P,rofile, Eng!ineemg Inc"
~_.". I. 100 River Street-.~~~l Springfield, VHl5156

4.,) ...i ~(l" 802-885·~176
... Fax 802-885-3745
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COMPUTER AlDS

IG'EA,RS SP:LINES
DESIGN & TOOILING

CONSULTING & SOFTWAIRE

• lL'etus design your gears for grealer
strength or higher contact ratio.

·ll.el.us install our software and train your
people in Ihe, latest gear ,andcutter com-
puting methods. Trial periods available.

• You can benefit from our many years of
experience with oomputers, gear design ,
and manufacturing.

• Softwar,e for IIBM and compal.ible
computers.

\lAIN 'GERPEN-REIECE ENGINEERING
1502 Grand iBlvd.

Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613
(319) 266-4674

FAX .(319) 217-4236

-

HEKf 'rREA1~]NG

HELP WANTED,

'CIRCLE ,A-48 en READER REPLY 'CARll

MANUFACTURING ENGl EER
A leading worldwide drivetrain supplier of
off-highway equipment located in a desirable
southeast U.S. locutlon ] searching for an
experienced parallel axi gear speciali I. (Spi-
ral bevel gear knowledge is a plus.) Hands-on
experience in hobbing, shaping. and shaving is
a !IlU'iI. along with a general undc rstu nd ing of
gear grinding. The candidate must possess
good project management skills and have ex-
perience lnthe justification and in lallation of
new capital equipment. The successfu Icundi-
dale wHI be an aggressive, highly motivated
individual with a minimum of 7 years experi-
ence and have a BSME or equivalent, For
consideration. plea e submit your resume and
salary requirement in strictes! confidence to:

Box RT
P. O. BOll 1426
Gear Technology
Elk Grove Village, IL ,60009

An equal opportunity employer.

~J.OOO.

Con:tour Inducli;on
HI,ardening! Spe'c'iallists,

Spur. ,belical ,aRd bevel gears

Our gea.r ha.rdening equipment
Includes 4 NATCOsubmerged
process machines and ,3 AJAX
CNC-contrOlledgear scanning
machines. We can also 1001to
meet ,anyproduction need.
Wrlte lor a free brochure.

.American Metall Treating Comlumy
1043 East 62nol Street
Cleveland.OH44103

1216) 431-449'2
Fax: (2161431-1,508

GCal' .. SbCOIii\.::~. Dnves. PnlJH1 tan;;lJC'm:enL
Q ALiTY 'IANAGER; 550.000. Tran mlS.io. G.. rs,
!lleuoJlurg)a, pius.

I'I:.RVISOROFMMUfACT !U~(l ENfjlNJ::EIt!Nv'
SSS,OfMI Wort .11 En>omnmc'fll.
S PERVISOR. GRI. DING: S45·n.000. Sup<"rvise lO.
Cantle-I: Ann Hunsucker, E!'.:ccl AMIX'HIIC\, ,P.O. Bo:.:
520. Cordova. TN 38018. o. call r90!.I7S7·9600: F... :
c901) 154-lB96.

'CIRCLE A·49 on READERAEf'l Y CA1'ID

Gear Tool Agem/D] tributor needs sales en-
gineering person with gearroohng and manu-
facturing experience. Will lIrain for sales.
:E tablished territories: Carolinas&: Virginia.
Salary commensurate with experience, Send
re ume 1.0 Box IT Gear Technology. P. O.
BOl[ 1426. Elk Grove Village. IL 60009.

Koepter America, Ine.,
world leader in fine-to-medium
pitch gear hobbing sy terns. seeks
ales engineer. Respon ibilitie .in-

elude salesand engineering up-
port of Koepfer mechanical and
C ,C gear bobbing equipment,
Haas nob ami tool sharpening ma-
chines. cutting 1001 , and related
equipment. Please submit resume
and salary requirements in conn-
dence 1.0

Koep~er America, Inc .•
635 Shneider D.rive,
South Elgin, .IL 60177.
Telephone:. 708-931-4]21.
Fax 708~931~419.2.

Tbe'Tim'e
Has Come .....
. .. 10 end for Ihe latest copy of the
free Consumer Information Cata-
log. It lists more than 200 free or
IOW-COSl government publications.
Send your name and addre: s 10:

- Ilnsumer Information Center
Department TH Pueblo"
Colors.dll 81009

.S. General Services Administration.

CUTTERS

DO YOU IUSE T'HIS
IKEYSEA.'T CUTTER?

, Buy direct !lorn orlllllnal
, mIg. Hundreds stocked

finished and seml-
linished lor qulc~.
delivery. Sizes: X.'
thru 1-~. standards
.and specials.

Order direct from
us and

SA.VIE,
\'Irile or Phone

rer Price List

Outters are made 10 fil
D.C. Morrisonkeyseater.
But can be usedon Mills & Merrill wilh our
rstron; ba r packages, and other machines
with sllghl bar modification.

R.A. HIELLEiR COl.
10530 Chesler Rd • Cincinnati OhiO 45215

Phone 513n7Hl00 fAX 513fl71·6102

CIRCLE A-50 en REAOER: REP,I.'Il' CARD

REPS \VANTED

glu,e1hlring
AutOMATION. INC

p, O. Box 125
Ph. (414) 246-4994
Fax (414) 246-8623

IHDT RE'PRESENTATIIVES
WANTIED'

We are looking to expand our repre-
sentative network for HDT hydraulic
expansion arbors and chucks. HDT
is known worldwide fortheir one piece
construction, rupture proof, leak prool
design, and longlwananty. Withlypi-
cal TIIR's below ,0001 ", they are ide-
ally suited for gear hobbj,ng,shaving,
shaping, grinding', and inspections,
Please submit resume or call:

SEARCHI FOiR
IREPRESIEINT.ATIVES

A leading wordwide gear cutting tool
and machinery manutacturer Is
searching for representatives 'or its
full line in the following areas: ·Wis-
consin '·Pennsylvania ··T,exas 'Iowa
'New .Jersey 'Colorado "Minnesota
-New England .Washiington Slale .11-
linois 'Kentue,ky ,.Ohio •.Arkansas
-Missouri. Send resume 10 Gear
Tecl"nOlogy. Box ST, 11425 lLunt Av-
enue, Elk G,rove Village, III &0007,
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exchange Ideas...Findout wbafs new...Share information

•

AGMA·S..· Fall TeCh.nical Meeting
, , (~ctC?ber:26~ 28,,_119'9,2

Baillmor,e'" Maryl,and

Pl'an to' att,end the only annual,conf,ereno,e ,devoted solely 10'the
gear industry! Sixteen new teohnical papers, to be' pr,esented!'

For'addHional information contact:
American Gear Manuf,ac1urers Assooiation

1500 Kingl Street, Suite 201, Alexandrla" VA ,223,14
Ph: a'O'3), 6a4-02~11,Fax: (7'03) 684·'0242

CIRCLE 1\·33 on READER REPLY CA.IR.D

,MI:DWE,ST GEAR
nlow ,offers Ilarge pitch

GI,EA,R GIRIINDI'NG!

• Up to 1 DP 72" P.D. 18" Face
• Spur; Helical, or Crownedl
• Up to AGMA Quality Class,14
.' ~)(pefienced Craftsmen

• Inspection by Hoffer 'Gear Checker
wi,th Computer Printouts available

.' Low tooling costs

.' On~time deJllvery
~

~

rI!V\t IVIICY\lI;:ST GEAR
21182Aurora Road (Rt. 82) • Twinsburg, OH' 44087

Phone: 216-425-4419' • FAX: 216-425-8600'

We can Salvage Gean; Distorted by .Heat Tlleafme.nt

CIRCLE 1\·42 on READER REPLY CARD
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CALENDAR
SEPTEMBER. 9·11
Gear Noise Symposium. Ohio State
University. Columbus. OR Three-day
cour e covering general noise measure-
ments and analysis, causes of gear noise.
gear noi e reduction, dynamic model-
ing, signal analysis and problem diag-
nosis, housing dynamics, and housing
noi .e radiation. For more information.
contact Carol J. Bird. Conference Co-
ordinator, (6] 4) 292-3204 or Dr. Donald
R. Hour er at. (614) 292-5860.

SEPTEMBER 9'-17
IMTS 92, McCormick Place Exposi-
tion Center, Chicago, WL. Largest
machine too] exposnien in the West-
ern Hemisphere. Affiliated technical
conference run by SME. See p. 20
for more details.

OCTOBER. 20·22
SME Advanced Gear Processing &
Manufacturing Clink. Ritz Carlton
Hotel, Dearborn, Ml. Seminars on
gearing subjects. Tabletop exhib-
its. Contact Mike Traicoff at SME.
(313) 271-1500, ext, 596.

OCTOBER %6-28
AGMA FaH Technical Meeting.
Marriott Inner Harbor. Baltimore,
MD. Presentations and papers on Plas-
ric Gearing, Worm Gearing. Noise &
Vibration, Transmission Error, Gear
Material , CBN Grinding. Planetary
Gears, Non-Involute Spur Gears, and
more. Call AGMA at (703) 684-021!
for more information.



lntrooucinq

At Ilasl ...• there's a gear hardening process that provides
extra hardness/strength at the pitchline, and optimum
strength gradient at the rootfjtlet - without excessive
heating and brittleness at the tooth t'ip. TOCCO I~rofile. .
Hardening (TIflH) , a new, highly automated and field proven
process devetoped by TOCCO, merges 3 distinctive
technologies: Programmed Preheat (AF- low frequency),
High Intensity (RF - high frequency) and Incremental
Hardening_ All can be comprised in a s'inglle, compact,
totally integrated manufacturing cell.'
Another T,OCCO' advantage: The proprietary TPH process
usu~Hy uses Iless than 200 IKW rated power supplies (AF &
RF). So, you don't need an expensive substation, as
required by older design contour hardening systems.

• Photographed at TOCCO-SOal during run-off

TOCCO Profil:e Hardening

TPH provides gearmakers with:
• lincreased strength
• Reduced distortion
• Improved metallurgy
• Higher quality
• Lower installation costs
• Reduced operating costs per part

Contact your TOCCO representative for detailed informa-
tion on TPH .... the most advanced, selective or surface
gear hardening/tempering system available ... anywhere.

TOCCO, Inc., Sales, Service and Technology Center,
30100 Stephenson Highway, Madison Hits. MI 48071.
Phone 1 800-468·4932. In Michigan 313-399-8601!.
FAX 313-399-8603

A Subsidiary of Park-Ohio Industries, Inc .
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tle RED RINGSF-series of grinders
are the world's only full 6-axis ( C
precision form gear grinders proven in
four years of production.

fLEXlBIUTVIVERSATILIIT. TIley let
you choosejhe best grindi:ng method for
the Job, fromaiumlnum oxide, ceramic
aluminum oxide. CB plated, or
dressable CBNwheels. The SF grinders
are capable of creep feed or
converuional grinding. rbis level of
versatility can produce optimum results
onthe widest range of jobs.

[NCREnlB!LY fAST SET~UPS. Part
data input can be accomplished in
approximately ~5 minutes. Without the
need for cams, templates and index
plates, youlypically cut set-up time 10 a
fraction of the time required wi.lh
conventional maehmes.

SF-SERiIES (H( PREI(ISIO:HI GEAR. ,GRINiDERS
FOR EXTIERHAL AND INITERNiAll S,!PUR AND
HELICALI GEARS UIP 1110 36-IIN. IDIA.

, Consistently higher accuracy.fasterset ..ups,

and unmatched versatility to boost your
quality and productivity.

EASY PROFILE COORDINATE
GENERATION. Our unique, user-friendly
profile coordinate generation software
(PC6S) provides prompts that ask the
operator questions aboutlhe invclute
profile of tile part Built-iii validity
checldng all all inputs confirms all data.
Pan profiling is accomplished faster than
ever before.

dress cycle, providing optimurn profile
accumcy, particularly on helical gears.

AUTOMATIC STOCK DlVIDlNG.
This patented option allows the gear to be
accurately positioned for optimum stock
removal in a fraction of the time pre-
viousIy needed for stock dividing.

AUTOMATIC WHEEL SIZE
'COMPENSATION. Grinding wheel speed
and profiledara are updated with every

TEMPERA'fURE-CONTROL!LED
COOLANTSYSTEM. Spindle and coolant
temperatures are tempera lure controlled
to significantly improve grinding accuracy.

e~
INationa!'IIBroac~h" Machiln;e: COl. GEARING THE WORWFOR TOMORROW

17500 T\VEN1Y-Tl:rREE MIlE ROAD - MT: CLEMENS, MIDCBIGAN 48044 • 313-263-0100 • TELEX 23-04281NA1'BROCH MENS- FAX 313-263- 57W

ManufactUring aju.llllne of gearflnisbing equ.ipment, 9roaching equipment and related products and services.
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